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Abstract 
The increasingly virtualized work life, brought on by increased demand on flexibility and work-

life balance as well as technological development, has changed the way we work. At the same time 

the need for organizations to be creative in order to compete on the expanding market has grown. 

This is a fact that increases the need for groups to be creative through collaboration. Hence, this 

study investigates how collaborative creativity can be created in Mobile Multi-Locational Work 

Systems, from a managerial point of view.  

The existing theoretical body of knowledge on collaborative creativity and virtual structures, such 

as Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems, points to communication as an area of key importance. 

When further investigating the factor of communication, two sub-areas were identified; Social 

Factors and Coordination. Moreover the role of leadership in collaborative creativity implies that 

managers have an important role in creating conditions for collaborative creativity. 

In order to investigate how collaborative creativity can be stimulated in Mobile Multi-Locational 

Work Systems, managerial perceptions of work within such a system were collected through 

interviews at our case company, Microsoft AB. The organization had implemented a Mobile Multi-

Locational Work Systems called the New World of Work, allowing employees to work flexibly. 

Results imply that Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems affect conditions for collaborative 

creativity in both stimulating and inhibiting manners. The system implementation appears to 

increase group external communication across organizational boundaries. It likely increases the 

amount of ideas and knowledge available, which is positive for collaborative creativity. However, 

handling factors related to communication, social factors and work coordination within work 

groups appears to be critical in facilitating collaborative creativity as they appear to be affected 

by the Mobile Multi-Locational Work System implementation. Results indicate that if managers 

allows freedom with responsibility, provides a clear framework, creates forums for social and 

work interaction, coaches their employees and acts as role models it is likely that they will 

stimulate collaborative creativity in their team.  
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Sammanfattning 
Arbetslivet har blivit mer virtuellt, som ett resultat av ökande krav på flexibilitet och balans i livet 

tillsammans med den tekniska utvecklingen. I och med detta har kravet på ledarskap förändrats. 

Samtidigt har organisationers behov av att vara kreativa för att kunna konkurrera på den 

expanderande marknaden vuxit. Detta ökar behovet av att grupper ska vara kreativa genom 

samarbete. Därför utforskar denna studie hur förutsättningar för kollaborativ kreativitet kan 

skapas i mobila arbetssystem (Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems) ur ett ledarperspektiv. 

När den teoretiska kunskapsbasen inom kollaborativ kreativitet och virtuella strukturer 

undersöktes så visade sig kommunikation vara ett område av intresse. Detta undersöktes djupare 

och två viktiga delområden hittades; sociala faktorer och koordinering. Ledarskap visade sig även 

vara ett nyckelområde för kollaborativ kreativitet, varför managers spelar en viktig roll i att skapa 

förutsättningar för kollaborativ kreativitet. 

För att djupare undersöka hur kollaborativ kreativitet kan stimuleras i mobila arbetssystem 

tillfrågades managers på fallföretaget, Microsoft AB, om deras upplevelser. Microsoft har 

implementerat ett mobilt arbetssystem kallat Det Nya Arbetslivet (jfr. The New World of Work), 

som tillåter flexibelt arbete. Resultaten tyder på att mobila arbetssystem kan påverka 

förutsättningarna för kollaborativ kreativitet både stimulerande och hämmande. 

Implementationen verkar öka grupp-extern kommunikation över organisatoriska gränser, vilket 

är positivt för kollaborativ kreativitet genom ökad tillgång till idéer och kunskap. Samtidigt 

verkar dock hanteringen av faktorer såsom kommunikation, sociala aspekter och koordinering 

av arbete vara viktiga i möjliggörandet av kollaborativ kreativitet. Detta då dessa faktorer tycks 

påverkas av implementationen av mobila arbetssystem. Resultaten indikerar att om managers 

tillåter frihet under ansvar, skapar ett tydligt ramverk, skapar nya forum för både social- och 

arbetsrelaterad interaktion, vägleder sina anställda och beter sig som förebilder så är det troligt 

att de kommer stimulera kollaborativ kreativitet i sina grupper. 
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Glossary 

Term Explanation 

Collaborative Creativity 
Creative output as a result of collaborative efforts of 
individuals 

Creativity 
The creation of a valuable, useful new product, service, idea, 
procedure, or process by individuals working together in a 
complex social system 

Groups 
A group of individuals working together 
(Groups are equaled to Teams) 

Information and 
Communication Technology 

Technology used to communicate and transfer information 
over distance. 

Microsoft AB The Swedish branch of the Microsoft Corporation 

Microsoft Corporation 

One of the largest global companies within the IT industry. It 
was founded by Bill Gates and Paul Allen in USA 1975. 
Examples of products are Microsoft Windows and Microsoft 
Office. 

Mobile Multi-Locational 
Work (MMLW) 

Work taking place in a mobile manner, without being bound to 
physical locations. Enabled by information and communication 
technology. 

Mobile Multi-Locational 
Work Systems (MMLWS) 

Organizational systems allowing, enabling and implementing 
Mobile Multi-Locational Work. 

Teams 
A group of individuals working together 
(Teams are equaled to Groups) 

The New World of Work 
(NWOW) 

A flexible-work concept, based around People, Place and 
Technology, introduced by Microsoft Corporation. Comparable 
to an implementation of a MMLWS. 
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter an introduction is given to the subject of our study in order to give an understanding 

of why a study of collaborative creativity in virtualized settings is of interest. Background 

information will be presented as well as the aim of the study and the delimitations made. 

The invention of the airplane and the commercialization of the aircraft changed how 

organizations work. As the world shrunk drastically, long distance business trips became 

increasingly common, giving the concept of global organizations a new meaning. More recently, 

the way we see global organizations have changed yet again. With the development of 

information and communication technology enabling a fuller interchange across distances, the 

world became even smaller as distance no longer hindered everyday collaboration. The 

development has not only made organizations increasingly international and spread out over the 

world but also changed the way we work. Concepts of virtual organizations, where dispersed 

employees communicate through software solutions, and telework with individuals working 

from home have become increasingly common (Vartiainen, 2006). Research on these virtual 

structures, often defined by computer-mediated communication and collaboration 

unconstrained by physical and temporal boundaries (Mowshowitz, 1994), have often had a highly 

virtual (i.e. very low levels of face to face contact) perspective. However, the broad adaption of 

solutions for working in mobile manners have driven more traditional organizations to work in 

manners similar to more virtual structures. A phenomenon which has been studied by Vartiainen 

and Hyrkkänen (2010) under the construct of Mobile Multi-Locational Work, which incorporates 

technology in enabling work from any number of locations.   

As organizations has become more and more global and competition has increased, creativity as 

well as innovativeness in business have become increasingly important (Dubina, 2006). Even 

though several definitions of creativity exist, the concept is typically closely linked to the one of 

innovation (Zhou & Shalley, 2008). We view creativity in line with the definition of Woodman, et 

al. (1993), applying it to everyday collaborative problem-solving: 

“Organizational creativity is the creation of a valuable, useful new product, 

service, idea, procedure, or process by individuals working together in a complex 

social system.” (p. 293).  

We distinguish creativity from the broader concept of innovation, which encompasses the 

development and implementation of new ideas rather than the creation of ideas (Mumford & 

Hunter, 2005). We are, more specifically, interested in how collaborative creativity (i.e. 

collaboratively creating new ideas) is affected by a system allowing Mobile Multi-Locational 

Work. Systems which we will refer to as a Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems (MMLWS).  

In an attempt to enable a more flexible work-life and utilize the technological development and 

tools available (Gates, 2005), Microsoft have introduced a concept called the New World of Work 

(NWOW). It is a concept which allows work to take place from practically any location, facilitated 

by software and technology. Thus the NWOW implementations can be considered to be an 

organizational adaptation allowing Mobile Multi-Locational Work. The implementation of the 

NWOW at Microsoft AB has enabled us to study how conditions for collaborative creativity are 

affected by MMLWS and how beneficial conditions can be created. 
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1.1. Problem Formulation 
 Vanson Bourne (2011) has found that demand for flexible-working are increasing. Therefor it is 

plausible that organizations attempting to increase physical and temporal flexibility of work (for 

example through MMLWS-like systems) will become increasingly common. Research on MMLWS, 

where virtual work is in a local sense, is relatively novel although more highly virtual structures 

have been studied extensively by authors like Martins et al. (2004)). Additionally, according to 

Reiter-Palmon and Illies (2004) creativity can be seen as critical in maintaining competitive 

advantages within organizations. Hence our view is that the effects of MMLWS on conditions for 

creativity is of interest from a perspective of management studies. 

More specifically this study has focused on how conditions for collaborative creativity have been 

affected by MMLWS and how managers perceive and handle these factors in facilitating 

collaborations. 

1.2. Objective and Aim 
The aim of this study is to contribute to the existing body of knowledge on how collaborative 

creativity is affected by and stimulated in MMLWS. The units of observation used in collecting 

data are managers leading work and teams in completing complex tasks within an organization 

implementing a MMLWS. The study will take a managerial perspective on how MMLWS 

implementations affect conditions for collaborative creativity, and investigate how managers 
perceive that they have to act in order to stimulate creative work in such settings. In order to fulfil 

the objective of this study three research questions were formulated: 

RQ 1. Which factors are of key importance for collaborative creativity in MMLWS? 

RQ 2. How are key factors of collaborative creativity affected by MMLWS? 

RQ 3. How can leaders create conditions for collaborative creativity in MMLWS? 

1.3. Delimitation 
Since we have taken a managerial perspective on supporting conditions of collaborative creativity 

in MMLWS, we have delimited our study to studying managers’ perceptions and experiences of 

working in Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems (MMLWS). Hence, we have not studied team 

members and their perceptions of working in localized virtual settings. However, all managers 

interviewed have managers of their own and participate as members of teams in addition to their 

leader roles. Nonetheless the focus of our study have been the managerial perspective. While the 

views of employees are interesting and important, they have been left for future studies as time 

and resources available in this study were scarce.  

The literature reviewed in this study have been based on research from the field of virtuality as 

well as the one of creativity. Two fields, which both have extensive amounts of available research, 

branching out into related areas (i.e. creativity is closely related to innovation). As such we have 

limited our research focusing primarily on factors of creativity affected by virtuality factors. 

Specifically we are predominantly interested in collaborative creativity, i.e. creation as a result of 

collaborating individuals. Hence the literature reviewed and the study as a whole has been limited 

to conditions for collaborative creativity affected by virtuality. Accordingly neither have 

processes for creativity (e.g. brainstorming) nor team structures (e.g. group diversity and size) 

been focal points in our research. In conclusion, this study has been limited to studying effects on 

conditions for collaborative creativity brought on by the implementation of a MMLWS. 

We have chosen a case study approach to our study, why we have limited our empirical research 

to one part (the Swedish branch) of a global company, however interviews were held with one 

manager in Finland respectively the Netherlands in order to increase understanding of NWOW. 

Given the number of managers interviewed outside of Sweden, we have not investigated how our 
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findings can be translated to other parts of the company. Furthermore, although cultural 

differences in using MMLWS is an interesting subject, it has not been investigated further in this 

study given the timeframe. The two interviews outside of Sweden were neither considered to 

provide a solid enough basis to discuss cultural differences. 

We have investigated the effects of an implementation of a MMLWS, meaning that evaluation of 

the system itself and supporting software systems has been omitted. As our study was launched 

after the actual implementation of NWOW at Microsoft AB, our knowledge of work within the 

organization before the implementation is limited. As such the change into more virtual 

structures has not been a focus. 

1.4. Disposition 
This thesis consists of 7 chapters and the content of each chapter is displayed in Table 1 below.  

Table 1. Disposition of the paper and its content 

Chapter Content 

1. Introduction 
This chapter aims at giving the reader a brief introduction 
about the study, its objective and aim as well as why this 
increased knowledge is important. 

2. Review of the 
Literature 

The purpose of this chapter is to inform the reader about 
existing research and give an understanding of the theoretical 
background to our study. Virtuality, creativity and 
management factors will be handled. 

3. Methodology 
The chapter presents and discusses the methodology used in 
this study. 

4. Microsoft and the 
New World of Work 
Concept, the 
Contextual Setting 

In this chapter the findings about the organization 
investigated along with the implemented system will be 
presented. Providing an understanding of the contextual 
setting. 

5. Creativity and 
Leadership in the 
New World of Work 

The main results of our study will be presented in this chapter 
based on the data collected from the interviews with 
managers. In the end of each section an analysis of the 
empirical findings has been made together with observations 
and the findings from the theoretical framework. 

6. Discussion and 
Conclusions 

The purpose of this chapter is to conclude the findings of this 
study and discuss future areas of investigation that would 
complement our study as well as limitations of the study. 

7. References 
In this chapter all the sources used in our study will be 
presented. 
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2. Review of the Literature 
This chapter presents to the reader the existing theoretical body which we have considered 

important to our study. Virtuality theory, theory on creativity and management aspects will be 

presented in order to build up the framework upon which the empirical research will rest. The 

theoretical framework will be the foundation we build our structure for the interviews on, which in 

turn will be the focus of the empirical study. 

In our view the phenomenon studied in this research originates from the increasing use of virtual 

structures, and its effects on teams and organizations. Hence the literature review initially aims 

at providing an overview of the virtuality concept and research within the field of virtual 

structures. While researchers view virtuality in many different ways (Martins, et al., 2004), we 

use the fairly recent concept called Mobile Multi-Locational Work of Vartiainen and Hyrrkänen 

(2010) in describing virtual work taking place in a restricted geographical area (such as a city). 

We have chosen to describe systems enabling and allowing such work as Mobile Multi-Locational 

Work Systems (MMLWS). A large amount of the literature we have reviewed on virtuality 

addresses global virtual teams where team members are spread all over the world (Bell & 

Kozlowski, 2002; Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Fiol & O'Connor, 2005; Malhotra, et al., 2007) 

however the local aspect of virtual work has been largely left out. Accordingly this study has 

considered much of the literature written on global virtual teams as a starting point in 

investigating virtuality effects in more local settings of MMLWS. 

Having defined aspects of virtuality and Mobile Multi-Locational Work, we present the relevant 

literature on the concept of creativity. In line with both Woodman, et al. (1993) and Mumford and 

Hunter (2005) we view creativity as a multi-level concept. A view of creativity that will be 

presented as a base for the understanding of collaborative creativity, which is the focus of this 

study. Collaborative creativity can be seen as the creative process of individuals collaboratively 

utilizing knowledge, abilities and motivation of the group in producing creativity (Hargadon & 

Bechky, 2006; Paulus & Dzindolet, 2008; Reiter-Palmon, et al., 2012). Collaborative creativity has 

several factors that the literature proposes could stimulate and hamper it. In our study we are 

primarily studying aspects which are considered to be affected by an increased virtuality. The 

factors most commonly used in the creativity literature as well as the virtual team literature are 

presented in section 2.3 Factors and predictors of collaborative creativity.  

With the presented knowledge about collaborative creativity as a foundation the virtuality and 

creativity will be consolidated together with a management focus in Section 2.4 Managing 

collaborative creativity in Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems. It puts together the research of 

the two areas in terms of stimulating collaborative creativity in a virtual setting. Literature 

findings from both virtuality, creativity and team management will be discussed from a 

perspective of what could be handled and stimulated by a manager or team leader.  
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The final section of our literature review will present the theoretical framework for our research. 

The framework will be used as a base for our interview design, and for understanding and 

analyzing our empirical findings. Providing a foundation for our contribution to the existing body 

of knowledge. A schematic explanation of how we look at the structure of our literature review 

can be found in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. A schematic view of the literature review structure 

 

2.1. Flexible Work and Virtualization 
Technological development has changed the way of work fundamentally. More specifically, the 

adaptation of Information and Communication Technologies and other solutions for working on 

the move have had a big impact on how organizations, and thus employees work. Vartiainen and 

Hyrkkänen (2010) exemplifies the phenomenon as follows:  

“[…] by using ICT [Information and Communication Technology] it is increasingly 
possible to work not only at home and office but also in public spaces such as 

airports, hotel lobbies and cafes sometimes referred to as ‘non-places’ because of 

their transience, and in mobile locations such as cars and planes.” (p. 119) 

In effect, the implementation of Information and Communication Technologies has increased 

flexibility of work as the importance of physical and temporal presence has decreased. While 

several theoretical concepts aimed at explaining these effects exist (e.g. ‘distributed work’, and 

virtual work’ (Vartiainen, 2006)), these concepts usually focus on work with limited face to face 

contact within the own organization. Although several other concepts of hybrids between 

traditional and virtual organizations exist, these are typically focused on a set of individuals being 

virtual and one set working in a more traditional manner. Alternatively such hybrid concepts are 

typically connoted with a meaning of relatively low face to face contact (Fiol & O'Connor, 2005). 

Instead we use the ‘Mobile Multi-Locational Work’ construct, which views work as taking place 

in a context defined by a number of contextual spaces found in Table 2 (Vartiainen & Hyrkkänen, 

2010).  
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Table 2. Contextual Spaces of Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems 

Physical Space The physical location from which work takes place, mobile work can in 
effect take place from any location. Typically defined as: 

1. Organizational workplaces 
2. Home 
3. Transports 
4. Customers / Partners (2nd workplaces) 
5. Others (i.e. cafes hotels, 3rd workplaces) 

Virtual Space The virtual workspace, refers to the various tools and communication 
platform used to communicate and collaborate when working from a 
number of separate physical spaces 

Social/Mental 
Space 

Social and mental spaces are used to describe how social and mental 
constructs such as organizational culture that govern how work is 
performed. 

 

Mobile Multi-Locational Work taking place in organizations or systems allowing and defining 

these contextual spaces, will be referred to as Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems (MMLWS). 

While such a view can be applied to practically any work setting, we will use it in a local sense. 

Where work is based around a common office, but where work is allowed from any location.  

Communication, which takes place across physical spaces are governed by a common virtual 

space as well as shared social and mental factors of an organizational culture with shared ideas, 

ideals and views important to working collaboratively.  

2.1.1. A Degree of Virtuality  
As virtual structures are relatively novel subjects, several definitions of virtuality and virtual 

teams can be found in the literature (Martins, et al., 2004). Early definitions considers virtual 

teams to be the opposite of “traditional” face to face teams (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Bell & 

Kozlowski, 2002). More recent research however, has moved towards seeing virtuality as a 

characteristic of teams and organizations, as work in the context of being more or less virtual 

(Griffith, et al., 2003; Schweitzer & Duxbury, 2010; Fiol & O'Connor, 2005). This view of degrees 

of virtuality has typically been defined by a number of key factors, exemplified by Schweitzer and 

Duxbury (2010) in Table 3. 

Table 3. Summary of different researchers views on virtuality (Schweitzer & Duxbury, 2010, p. 276) 
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Although views differ on which factors are defining for virtuality recent research by Schweitzer 

& Duxbury (2010) argue that technical support acts as an enabler and facilitator of virtual work 

rather than defining factor. Their definition of virtuality, consist of three factors, for which they 

argue conceptualizes virtuality. 

1. Proportion of team work time spent working virtually 

2. Proportion of member virtuality 

3. Degree of separation 

While Schweitzer and Duxbury’s (2010) view of degrees of virtuality enables a way of quantifying 

the degree of virtuality in a system, we will refrain from doing so. As the concept of MMLWS 

encompasses knowledge-work defined by a physical/temporal-flexible system, it shares a 

number of commonalities with the discussion on virtual structures and work in virtual teams. 

However the primary perspective of the virtuality discourse has been a global one, compared to 

our view of a more local MMLWS-construct based on a number of shared workplaces in a more 

geographically proximal area. In effect, groups of individuals working in MMLWS would be less 

virtual than virtual teams with members spread around the globe. On the other hand as MMLWS 

enables work from practically any location, face to face interaction will diminish compared to 

traditional teams. Additionally, a common denominator in terms of location (i.e. sharing of a 

primary office) implies individuals can meet when they deem necessary, a factor which also 

affects the degree of virtuality in the system.  

Several researchers on virtuality have focused on highly virtual teams where geographical 

distance prevents face to face communication/exchange and where teams are seen as temporary 

constellations that has little or no history nor future together (Bell & Kozlowski, 2002; Jarvenpaa 

& Leidner, 1999; Fiol & O'Connor, 2005; Malhotra, et al., 2007). Although the focus of these 

researchers typically handles situations where the degree of virtuality is higher than in our study, 

our view is that aspects of their research is applicable when studying virtuality aspects of MMLWS 

in more permanent organizational structures. 

2.1.2. Virtuality and Work flexibility 
While work in virtual settings change several aspects of work-life, it particularly leads to higher 

degrees of flexibility in terms of how, where and when work is carried out. This increase in 

flexibility affects requirements on both employees and managers (Martins, et al., 2004). Requiring 

higher degrees of autonomy and initiative from an employee perspective, whereas the need for 

coordination and handling factors of social relations increases from a manager point of view 

(Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Malhotra, et al., 2007).  

Moreover Martins, et al. (2004) concludes that it is harder to establish relations within virtual 

teams. Their work is made on global virtual teams with high degrees of virtuality, and little future 

together. Nevertheless, this implies that social relations within groups working in a MMLWS are 

affected by the increased flexibility. Although the existence of face to face interaction probably 

moderates this effect. Trust, being closely connected to relationships and safety (Paulus, et al., 

2012), has also been considered to be harder to establish in virtual teams, due to issues with 

communicating across distances (Malhotra, et al., 2007; Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999). Yet again, 

the studies are made on highly virtual teams with little or no history nor future together. The 

sharing of a more fixed organizational setting as in MMLWS probably moderates virtuality-effects 

on trust. Interestingly Akkirman and Harris (2005) finds indications that communication 

satisfaction is increased among virtual office workers, however they call for frameworks and 

norms in communicating. Furthermore, highlighting the need for managerial guidance in 

communication and knowledge transfers Griffith, et al. (2003) propose that: 
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"Members of more virtual teams have a greater need to transform tacit 

knowledge into more explicit forms if they are to transmit this knowledge to their 

teammates." (p. 271) 

Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1999) also agree on that the decreasing face to face contact affects tacit-

knowledge transfer. Reading body-language and exchanging finer points of knowledge gets 

harder when individuals are communicating through virtual means.  

Although the research of Lin (2012) is performed on more highly virtualized organizational 

structures (when compared to our view of MMLWS), he found that innovation and creativity are 

positively linked with the virtualization of the organization. In his regression of research on 

innovation management he found that organizations adopting a virtual structure have better 

innovation performance and they also have a stronger relationship between creativity and 

innovation. Another conclusion made is that the increase in flexibility derived from increasing 

virtualization is an important factor in the linkage. Lin (2012) formed his hypotheses supported 

in the study, partly based on the study of Shao, et al. (1998), who propose that virtual 

organizations have three primarily advantages; adaptability and flexibility, spatial and temporal 

independence, and dependence on federation. They also indicates in their research that the 

advantages comes from virtual features such as multiple locations, decentralization of 

organizational power and responsibilities as well as cooperation and synergy within and across 

organizations (Shao, et al., 1998). 
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2.2. Creativity, a Multi-Level Concept 
The term creativity is often linked to groundbreaking inventions or novel paintings. Following 

our definition found in the introduction however, the solving of a new problem by an individual 

(or a group of individuals) would be an expression of creativity, linking knowledge and ideas in 

the process. Although the research on creativity has come from a great number of fields, we are 

primarily interested in creativity in an organizational context (Zhou & Shalley, 2008). More 

specifically, this study takes a collaborative view on creativity, based on the sharing of knowledge 

and ideas (e.g. Reiter-Palmon, et al. (2012), Sonnenburg (2004)). However the more 

individualistic paradigm (e.g. Amabile (1983), Woodman, et al. (1993)) still has bearing on our 

research through their effects on the collaborative group. 

With their article published in 1993, Woodman, et al. proposed that creativity in effect is a multi-

level construct where characteristics on individual, team and organizational level interact in 

forming a complex social system in which creativity is produced (Figure 2).  They argue that the 

differing results in research on creativity over time stemmed from an aversion to a multi-level 

view. 

 

 

Figure 2. Relationship mapping, characteristics of multi-level creativity,  
based on the research by Woodman, et al. (1993) 

 

Although Woodman and his colleagues’ view of creativity is individualistic (i.e. individuals 

augmented by team and organization as the production unit of creative output) rather than 

collaborative, it has been influential for research on collaborative research (e.g. Sonnenburg 

(2004), Paulus & Dzindolet (2008)). While individualistic and team characteristics are covered in 

the following sub-sections, organizational factors are influential in both individual and 

collaborative research. Mumford and Hunter (2005) list control, resources, advocacy and 

structure as factors of importance for creativity on an organizational level. Thus providing 

structures for engaging in and supporting creative behavior is one important aspect. Moreover 

flat organizations with low barriers are considered to be more supportive of creative behavior as 

barriers between employees are important for both individuals and groups (Mumford & Hunter, 

2005). Additionally learning organizations, where structures for sharing and institutionalizing 

knowledge exists, are considered to be important from an organizational perspective. This as it 

forms a larger basis from which individuals and groups can retrieve knowledge in formulating 

new knowledge (Drazin & Kazanjian, 2012). 

Organizational 
Characteristics

Team 
Characteristics

Individual 
Characteristics
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2.2.1. Individual Creativity 
Creativity has traditionally been seen as produced in the head of individuals. While our view is 

collaborative, theories on individual creativity has bearing on our study in the sense that 

individuals’ knowledge and ideas can be considered to provide a basis for collaboratively 

producing new ideas. While several notable works have been produced on individual creativity 

(Zhou & Shalley, 2008), our view of the phenomenon is based on Amabile’s (1983; 1993; 2008) 

recognized conceptual component model of individual creativity. Major influences of the model 

are depicted in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3. Simplified depiction of componential theory of creativity. (Amabile & Mueller, 2008, p. 36) 

 

Three Internal components of the model are thought to interact in enabling a creative process. 

Domain-Relevant Skills, such as knowledge and expertise of the field at hand are argued for as 

critical in thinking creatively within that field, exemplified by Amabile (1983): 

“Certainly, it is impossible to be creative in nuclear physics unless one knows 

something (and probably a great deal) about nuclear physics.” (p. 363) 

Creativity-Relevant Processes on the other hand are viewed as: 

“Creativity-relevant processes (originally called creativity-relevant skills) 
include a cognitive style and personality characteristics that are conducive to 

independence, risk-taking, and taking new perspectives on problems, as well as a 

disciplined work style and skills in generating ideas.” (Amabile & Mueller, 2008, 

p. 35) 

The Intrinsic Motivation component covers the motivation to solve problems and undertake a 

certain task due to internal factors such as interests, task challenge and satisfaction in solving 

problems. A fourth external component of Work Environment (also known as Extrinsic 

Motivation (Amabile, 1993)) is considered to modify the motivation of the individual in providing 

external rewards and support for creative behavior. 
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The Work Environment component of the previously presented model (Figure 3) is a late addition 

to the original model of Amabile’s (1983) work. Introduced through the concept of extrinsic in 

service of intrinsic the Amabile (1993) argues that external factors related to group behavior and 

organizational aspects affect the individual’s internal motivation. In effect a work environmental 

factor adds a multi-dimensional view to the model bringing it close to Woodman and his 

colleagues’ (1993) context for creativity. Several notable authors have found aspects of 

environmental character that affect the individual ability to achieve a creative outcome (Amabile, 

et al., 1996; Hunter, et al., 2007; Ekvall, 1996). While each set of researchers adds their own 

dimensions to their taxonomies of external factors affecting creativity, they often share 

similarities. Figure 4 presents a general overview of factors often included in the research of 

previously noted authors, based on the works of West and Sacramento (2012). 

Table 4. Work Environmental factors of Individual Creativity (Based on (West & Sacramento, 2012)) 

Factor Explanation  

Supervisor and Work Group 
Support 

Support and appreciation of what one does in practically 
any form is thought to further motivate individuals to be 
productive in their work.  

Freedom / Autonomy of Work 
 

Being free in how work is performed and being in control 
of one’s own ideas has been shown to be beneficial in 
increasing internal motivation. 

Resources Access to resources, allocation of time to think creatively 
are factors thought to influence individual motivation. 

Organizational Encouragement Encouraging risk-taking and rewarding creative 
behavior as well as involving individuals in work are 
factors thought to further increase individual motivation 
to work. 

Pressures While intellectually stimulating individuals through 
challenging work, high levels of work loads are 
considered to impair individuals’ motivation to solve 
problems in a creative manner. 

Organizational impairments  Organizational impairments in form of rigid work 
structures which can be perceived as limiting autonomy 
of work are thought to be negative for creativity. 
Additionally conflicts and internal strife are thought to 
lower levels of motivation from an individual 
perspective. 

 

2.2.2. Collaborative Creativity 
The traditional view of creativity is as an individual construct, affected by the work environment 

context, considers teams as contextual modifiers primarily affecting the individual’s motivation 

(Amabile, 1983; Woodman, et al., 1993). More recent research has begun considering 

collaborative teams as a source of creative ideas and products. That is individuals, making up the 

teams, collaboratively utilizing knowledge, abilities and motivation of the group, in solving 

problems and combining individual ideas into new ideas (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006; Paulus & 

Dzindolet, 2008; Reiter-Palmon, et al., 2012). Key to this view, is the concept of knowledge and 

idea sharing. In sharing, new knowledge and ideas are formulated through the combination of 
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individual knowledge. As such, communication can be seen as a vital cornerstone of the 

collaborative view, stated by Sonnenburg (2004) as: 

“[...] The phenomenon of communication is crystallized as the driving force for 

collaborative creativity” (p. 254) 

We consider creativity as a result of collaboration, rather than the more narrow individual 

creativity affected by group contexts view of Woodman, et al. (1993) and Amabile with colleagues 

(1996). However, collaborative creativity is a phenomenon heavily affected by individuals. As 

such organizational characteristics relevant to the facilitation of individual creativity will affect 

the collaborative team (Paulus, et al., 2012). The Input-Process-Output model of collaborative 

creativity depicted in Figure 4, view input factors similarly to the multi-level construct described 

by Woodman et al. (1993). In effect many of the factors viewed as inputs to the collaborative 

process can be found in the previous section on Individual Creativity. However a number of 

additional factors influences how ideas and knowledge is shared through affecting processes of 

the collaboration. The process section of the model provides cognitive, social and motivational 

processes, which leads to a collaborative creative output (Paulus & Dzindolet, 2008). However, 

we are primarily focusing on the top right corner of the model by Paulus & Dzindolet (2008) in 

Figure 4; Group Climate and External Demands, in order to create conditions for collaborative 

creativity.  

 

 

Figure 4. Input-Process-Output Model of Collaborative Creativity (Paulus & Dzindolet, 2008, p. 230) 
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2.3. Factors and Predictors of Collaborative Creativity 
As concluded in the previous chapter, creativity on a group level can be seen as an Input-Process-

Output construct where inputs and processes interact dynamically in the creation of creative 

output. Hülsheger et al. (2009) meta-analysis of previous research points to a set of variables 

inherently important for team-creativity. Whereas their research identifies both team input and 

process variables as important in facilitating collaboration. Process-type variables such as 

cohesion, task orientation and innovation support are shown to be highly significant for creative 

collaborations in that they enable and facilitate the processes that lead to a creative output 

following the model of Collaborative Creativity found previously in Figure 4. 

Several authors (e.g. Woodman, et al. (1993), Reiter-Palmon, et al. (2012)) have argued for the 

importance of compositional aspects of teams, such as diversity, in the sense that they provide a 

broader base for ideas and knowledge. However they will not be discussed to a greater extent as 

they are affected by organizational structures rather than the increased virtualization. Structural 

factors related to goal interdependence and task focus, on the other hand, play an important role 

in inducing a need for communication from an input perspective (Paulus, et al., 2012; Hülsheger, 

et al., 2009).  

In line with Reiter-Palmon with colleagues (2012) as well as Paulus et al. (2012), we have grouped 

the predictors found to be influential for collaborative creativity by Hülsheger et al. (2009) into 

overarching constructs presented in Table 5 (based on (Hülsheger, et al., 2009; Paulus, et al., 

2012; Reiter-Palmon, et al., 2012)) below. As previously noted, communication is key in the 

sharing that underlies collaborative creativity. The following sub-sections covers constructs, 

which contain factors that are consider to be of importance in sharing ideas and knowledge and 

thus collaborative creativity. 

Table 5. Grouping of Influential Factors on Collaborative Creativity  

Communication 

Social Factors Coordination Leadership 

Social Cohesion Task Focus Vision 

Participative Safety Coordination Communication Support for innovation 

Trust Work division Information sharing 

Conflict  Structure 

 

2.3.1. Social Factors 
As displayed in Table 5. Grouping of Influential Factors on Collaborative Creativity several social 

aspects are considered important for collaborative creativity. Cohesion, participative safety and 

trust are aspects that govern the likelihood of individuals sharing ideas and knowledge with the 

rest of the group. Variables which generally are considered important as high levels of interaction 

increases probability of cross-fertilization of ideas (West & Sacramento, 2012). Conflicts on the 

other hand are in general perceived as negative, as conflicts possibly could decrease likelihood of 

communication and sharing (Paulus, et al., 2012; Hülsheger, et al., 2009). 
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Cohesion is generally viewed as the level of interpersonal bonds between group members 

(Hülsheger, et al., 2009), however shared work pride and commitment-to-tasks are also argued 

for being a part of the construct by Beal, et al. (2003). High levels of cohesion have, according to 

Hülsheger et al. (2009), been shown to correlate to team-level creativity. However Reiter-Palmon 

et al. (2012) argues that cohesion not necessarily leads to higher creativity, as it possibly leads to 

lower levels of criticism of presented ideas. Nonetheless Paulus et al. (2012) suggest that 

indications of a positive correlation between collaborative creativity and cohesion could be due 

to the fact that cohesion lead to increased levels of motivation to participate in collaborative 

activities. 

Perceived safety in presenting ideas and participating in decision making is thought to affect 

groups similarly to group cohesiveness. Mainly since it is linked to the willingness to openly and 

freely discuss information (Reiter-Palmon, et al., 2012). Additionally factors linked to 

participative safety are often considered to be motivational from a perspective of individual 

creativity (Ekvall, 1996; Hunter, et al., 2007). Hülsheger et al. (2009) found a weak positive 

correlation to collaborative creativity however, and argues that high safety levels possibly results 

in individuals avoiding to criticizing ideas openly. 

Trust between collaborating individuals can be defined as the degree of confidence group 

members have that their fellow members will follow the norms set up for cooperation (Paulus, et 

al., 2012). Several authors on teams argue that trust is key in working collaboratively (e.g. Cascio 

& Shurygailo (2003), Gupta (2012), Dunne & Dougherty (2012)), and should, given Paulus et al. 

(2012) line of reasoning be important in team-level creativity, as high trust would imply existence 

of safety and cohesion: 

 “Teams with a high level of trust are also likely to have a feeling of cohesion, but 

groups can be cohesive without having a high level of trust. So groups that have 

high trust should benefit from a sense of psychological safety, cohesion, as well as 

trust. Members of a team with these characteristics should feel highly motivated 

to do their fair share as a team member, be highly committed to the goals of the 

group, and feel free to share their ideas without fear of rejection.” (Paulus, et al., 

2012, p. 341) 

Conflicts among group members are generally considered to hamper creativity.  This view is 

related to social aspects and the standpoint that social relations are enhancing the individual 

motivation and satisfaction, which makes the group more creative (Paulus, et al., 2012). However, 

some researchers proposes that social cohesion and social relations can hinder the creativity in 

groups, as the variables leads to group members thinking too similar or they accept ideas that are 

not ideal in order to prevent conflicts and keep the good spirit of the group  (Dimock, 1986; Hoegl 

& Parboteeah, 2007). Hülsheger (2009) separate task conflicts from relationship conflicts, 

arguing that relationship conflicts are negative for several social factors, whereas differing views 

on how a problem should be solved not necessarily is negative. Nevertheless, deep conflicts 

damaging the trust of the group are harmful to the creativity and it has been argued that virtuality 

increases likelihood of conflicts due to difficulties in communicating virtually (Martins, et al., 

2004). 
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2.3.2. Coordination 
When it comes to coordination important factors include, task structures, work division and 

norms for communication. The social factors touched upon in the previous sub-section 

encourages idea sharing through lowering apprehension to communication and motivating group 

members from an individual creativity point of view. Task structures and work division are in 

contrast important in creating requirements for cooperation. Creativity is usually connected to 

some sort of task, where parts are performed collaboratively and parts individually. Accordingly, 

coordinating work in order to utilize the skills of individual group members in a collaborative 

manner is important (Paulus, et al., 2012). While a strong task focus provides a clear mission from 

an individualist perspective, it could possibly limit the perceived freedom of work (De Jong & Den 

Hartog, 2007). Even so, having interdependent goals with a task orientation when working 

collaboratively has been found to increase creativity for teams. A factor linked to the increased 

need for sharing ideas and providing support, while leaving room for the individual to work in an 

unconstrained manner (Hülsheger, et al., 2009).  

Coordination of communication is considered to be a vector of collaborative creativity, providing 

clear norms for when, how and what to communicate internally as well as encouraging external 

(i.e. outside the perceived team) communication (Reiter-Palmon, et al., 2012; Sonnenburg, 2004). 

Although internal communication is important in terms of providing support and feedback on 

ideas as well as acting as a basis for mutual monitoring, research points to possible negative 

effects on creativity stemming from communication overload (Leenders, et al., 2003; Reiter-

Palmon, et al., 2012). An issue which implies that clear norms for what, where and when to 

communicate are beneficial in collaborative settings. 

Moreover, external communication, input of ideas and knowledge from outside the collaborative 

team, is generally considered to be an important factor of collaborative creativity (Hülsheger, et 

al., 2009). Teams showing high levels of external communication have a comparatively higher 

flow of ideas into the group, providing new viewpoints in solving the problem at hand. Indicating 

that organizing in order to increase external communication through work structures, facilities 

as well as organizational strategies and norms is important in facilitating creativity. 

2.3.3. Leadership 

Whereas factors related to group dynamics and work coordination can be seen as critical for 
collaborative creativity, several researchers have identified that leader behaviors have a 

significant role on employee creativity  (Gupta, 2012; Paulus, et al., 2012). Shalley and Gilson 

(2004) summarizes in their study that leaders need to:  

“[...] ensure that the structure of the work environment, the climate and culture, 

and the human resource practices (e.g., rewards, resources, goals, and expected 

evaluations) are such that creative outcomes can and do occur” (p. 35). 

This is important in order to support, encourage and foster creativity in the team (Shalley & 

Gilson, 2004). Moreover, Mumford et al. (2002) identifies in their literature review that the idea-

generating ability is stimulated if the team members is aware of the needs, problems and trends 

surrounding them. Paulus et al. (2012) states that:  

"On the basis of our review thus far, one would predict that the most effective 

leaders for creativity are those that provide a supportive environment, some 

degree of task structure, minimize social conflicts and effectively manage 
cognitive conflicts." (p. 338) 
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Such a view of leading collaborative teams, splits the requirements on managers of teams in two. 

While task-focused leadership is important in providing a structure and boundaries for the work 

at hand, relational leadership is important in facilitating the formation of cohesive groups and 

conflict mitigation and thus facilitating trust between members. Studies made on virtual teams 

and trust imply that leaders who provide a structured and direction for the team have higher 

levels of trust and work together in a more effective manner. However too high levels of control 

seem harmful for teams as trust and freedom is impaired (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999). 

Accordingly, in facilitating collaborative creativity, leaders should provide vision and 

coordination (rather than strict control), support innovation (through advocacy for ideas, 

resource allocation, positive relations with employees and task structures) and work towards 

facilitating a climate encouraging information-sharing while managing conflicts. 

2.4. Managing Collaborative Creativity in Virtualized Settings 
This section implements a managerial perspective on the intersection between the discourses on 

virtuality and collaborative creativity touched upon above. In effect the main intersect can be 

found in the factor of communication. A factor heavily affected by work virtualization that is key 

in collaborative creation and problem solving. An increased degree of virtuality creates 

difficulties in managing communication, stemming from the fact that face to face interaction is 

replaced with technology-mediated communication (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Leenders, et al., 

2003; Malhotra, et al., 2007). Whereas collaborative creativity is based on the sharing of ideas, 

problems and knowledge (both explicit and tacit) (Sonnenburg, 2004; Hargadon & Bechky, 2006). 

Issues in virtual team management primarily stems from the fact that both managers and 

members have decreased levels of overview over team work and social factors. Decreased levels 

of temporal and physical presence thus affects factors of social and coordinative nature through 

a changes in how when and where communication occurs (Akkirman & Harris, 2005). These are 

factors considered to be of importance in plentiful of the literature presented in the previous 

section on collaborative creativity. Accordingly our interpretation of the earlier presented 

literature is that the management of communication through social factors of trust, cohesion, and 

conflict as well as coordination should be important in creating conditions for collaborative 

creativity in Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems.  

These factors will be subject to a closer exploration in this section. However, since individuals 

and teams in MMLWS share a fixed location (in form of an office-building) and are able to control 

temporal aspects of work to some extent, we argue that the virtualized workplace concept we are 

studying share certain traits of virtual teams whereas others are less prominent. While 

communication is the common denominator between virtuality and creativity we are more 

specifically interested in social aspects and coordination. Views which will be presented in the 

following sub-sections.  

2.4.1. Managing Social Factors 
Social factors primarily affects collaborative creativity through lowering barriers to sharing of 

ideas, as well as motivating individuals. However, these factors are also correlated with the work 

environment construct of Amabile et al. (1996), considered to affect extrinsic motivation of the 

individual which increases creativity. In studies on virtual teams, the dispersion of members both 

physically and temporally are considered to lead to issues with the formation of group cohesion, 

development of trust as well as handling of conflicts (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Malhotra, et al., 

2007; Martins, et al., 2004). Accordingly the handling of social factors is one aspect of importance 

in facilitating collaboration in MMLWS.  
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Jaarvenpaa and Leidner (1999) have argued that trust, being a concept which encompass both 

cohesion and participative safety, is strongly affected by an increased virtuality. Trust is often 

defined by shared social norms, repeated interaction and shared experiences, and virtual 

structures increase difficulties in forming these factors due to the lack of face to face contact 

(Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999). Accordingly managing the formation of trust in MMLWS should be 

focused around creating social forums for interaction and sharing of experiences. Cascio and 

Shurygailo (2003) argue that trust in virtual teams is established by repeatedly setting 

expectations and then delivering results that meet or exceed those expectations. This implies that 

making it clear how individuals contribute to the greater good should increase levels of trust.  

A feeling of safety in presenting ideas and opinions to the group or work team is generally 

considered to be important in work teams (Edmondson, 2002). From a collaborative point of view 

safety increases the flow of ideas and communication between individuals. Managers should 

avoid autocratic leadership, and instead try to involve individuals in decision-making. 

Additionally, tolerance and acceptance of failure is key in formulating a sense of safety and risk-

taking. Encouraging risk-taking should also increase creativity from a perspective of individual 

creativity as it enhance intrinsic motivation (Ekvall, 1996). Moreover, Edmondson (2002) argue 

that encouraging openness in dialogue is important. This is especially true in virtual settings 

where the lowered virtuality leads to lowered visibility of social communication (Jarvenpaa & 

Leidner, 1999).  

Social cohesion between individuals in an organization is typically affected by the decrease in face 

to face communication. As temporal and physical distance between individuals and face to face 

communication is replaced by computer-mediated communication effecting visibility, it in turn 

affects interpersonal bonds and interaction (Griffith, et al., 2003). Accordingly, providing 

structures such as forums and venues for how, when and where social interaction can occur 

should be important, especially so in MMLWS where individuals can meet easily compared to 

global virtual teams. Additionally, as cohesion is partially defined by commitment to tasks and 

group pride (Beal, et al., 2003), increasing visibility in what individuals do should be important 

in such a setting. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, conflicts are generally considered negative for creativity 

as it hinders sharing of ideas and lowers individual motivation when ideas are criticized. Digital 

communication, common in virtual teams typically means that conflicts are harder to prevent 

since body language for example cannot be read to the same extent. However, research has shown 

that video tools for communicating lower the risk for conflicts compared to phone- or e-mail 

contact. This is accounted to the fact that information density increases as visual information is 

added to the auditory information enabling the transfer of more tacit information (Martins, et al., 

2004).  

2.4.2. Managing Coordination 
As stated earlier, research on creativity has shown that groups need to have some coordination 

in order to be creative. To have a common framework has been shown to be of importance. These 

frameworks often takes form in rules of availability and times when the remote employees need 

to be gathered at the office (Cascio & Shurygailo, 2003). It means that leaders need to plan and 

make schedules that are for everybody in the team to follow. The leader needs to make clear 

which responsibilities the team members have, since confusion and frustration is damaging to 

the creativity (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Mumford & Hunter, 2005).  

When it comes to coordinating virtual teams, communication is a vital part since face to face 

meetings occur more seldom. Coordination of virtual teams can be very time-consuming (Cascio 

& Shurygailo, 2003) if not an efficient communication system is set up. For example it is important 
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that the leader makes clear when and what to communicate in different forums. Too much written 

documentation is not positive as for example long e-mail conversations, between several team 

members, containing too much different information can lead to important messages being 

missed (Cascio & Shurygailo, 2003; Malhotra, et al., 2007). Moreover, research has shown that 

some regular meetings are positive, since team members are able to gather information to handle 

at the meetings, instead of throwing ideas out in the virtual forums where a risk exist that they 

will be overlooked (Cascio & Shurygailo, 2003).  A clearly defined communication system will 

make the work of a leader easier, given that it will make the coordination of the employees more 

predictable and reliable. It will also make it easier to monitor the team’s progress and their results 

(Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999). 

These factors lead to that an important aspect of managing creativity is handling how, when and 

between whom communication occurs in teams. Several researchers have argued for the positive 

aspects of communication with regards to collaborative creativity (e.g. Sonnenburg (2004), 

Hülsheger, et al. (2009), Reiter-Palmon, et al. (2012)). However, Leenders et al. (2003) raises 

issues on both highly frequent communication and communication dominated by certain 

individuals as negative. It is argued that highly frequent communication inhibits creativity in two 

ways; through team member distraction and creative blocking (Ekvall, 1996). Thus balancing 

communication levels is a key issue in managing creativity, promoting communication to a level 

high enough without incurring problems associated with higher levels. Our interpretation is 

therefore that a big challenge for leaders is to balance the communication between team 

members in order to create a creative situation. 

The task focus aspect of collaborative creativity is also of importance in virtual teams according 

to Cascio and Shurygailo (2003). Their research suggest that managers focusing on results of 

work, rather than time spent working, are more successful in virtual settings. Moreover, task 

focus is also found to be important for the motivation of the team members. For leaders this is an 

important aspect, since a good leader must be motivating to its employees. West (2002) 

concludes that many years of research has shown that there are a variety of motivation and 

coordination losses that reduces group effectiveness. These losses are important for a leader to 

be able to avoid. One way to motivate the employees is team work integration skills (West, 2002). 

West (2002) states that team work integration skills include:  

“[...] goal setting and performance management, such as the skill to monitor, 

evaluate, and provide feedback on both overall team performance and individual 

team member performance; and the skill to coordinate and synchronize 

activities, information, and tasks between members.” (West, 2002, p. 377)  

The modality of communication refers to the methods of communication used. Technology have 

enabled several modes of communication apart from face to face interaction. This increasing flora 

of communicational tools requires managing in terms of what channels should be used, as well as 

what should be communicated and where, (Leenders, et al., 2003; Cascio & Shurygailo, 2003). 

Structuring of tasks, in terms of assignment of tasks as well as leader roles in teams, is another 

factor considered important for communication as it defines the nature of interaction, largely 

governing who communicates with who (Leenders, et al., 2003). 

All leaders need in some way to monitor team progress, however virtual team managers have the 

opportunity to monitor the progress online. Malhotra, et al. (2007) identified that the most 

successful leaders took advantage of this opportunity. A question addressed by Malhotra, et al. 

(2007), among others, is the need for skills in using tools for communication when virtuality 

increases. An important factor as being able to communicate unhindered allows for a richer 

exchange. Managers can easily monitor how the technology is used and offer coaching and 
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training to those who are discovered not to utilize the technology to a full extent. The leader can 

for example monitor the times individual members are active in different forums (Malhotra, et 

al., 2007). West (2002) also highlights the opportunity virtual leaders have to monitor changes. 

Creativity also includes introducing new ideas in the everyday work methods. One way of doing 

it is to ask employees to list all their changes, but it can also be done virtually by monitoring the 

changes in the communication. However, leaders need to be careful since Mumford and Hunter 

(2005) have identified that:  

“[...] overly close supervision interacted with conscientiousness to inhibit 

creative behavior” (Mumford & Hunter, 2005, p. 22). 

Virtuality and flexibility comes with another change as well. Researchers like Cascio and 

Shurygailo (2003) have identified that the boundaries between home and work are harder to 

maintain when employees can chose to work from anywhere they want. They state that it is of 

great importance that leaders encourage employees to set up boundaries between home and 

work. Cascio & Shurygailo (2003) states that one reason for example is that it is not effective to 

carry for a baby and work at the same time, arguing that most likely the employee will not be 

doing a good job at either task. While we can see contradictions between such a view and the 

flexible working of MMLWS in a sense, it is a discussion we will not take further in this study. 

Nevertheless managers have to watch out for warning signs among its team members, as an 

inability in formulating boundaries between home and work environment can affect employee’s 

health (Cascio & Shurygailo, 2003).  
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2.5. Theoretical Framework 
In studying facilitation of collaborative creativity in Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems we 

have used a ‘degree of virtuality’ paradigm, arguing that work and organizations can be classified 

as more or less virtual. As such, MMLWS can be considered to share a set of characteristics with 

structures for virtual work. A lot of the theory on virtuality is focused around communication, 

since separating individuals reduces face to face contact. Additionally, the implementation of 

computer-mediated communication, which has a lower information density, introduces a number 

of issues of both social and coordinative nature. 

Communication is in turn a key factor of collaborative creativity as it is critical to sharing ideas 

and knowledge in order to create new ideas collaboratively. Our view is that MMLWS intersect 

with the discourse on collaborative creativity through communication (Figure 5). We have argued 

that communication in a virtual setting primarily is affected through coordinative and social 

factors. As the degree of virtuality increase, visibility between individuals decrease. Lower levels 

of visibility increases the need for both coordinating work and working to form social cohesive 

groups, where barriers of communication are low. These factors can in turn be handled by 

managers in order to create conditions for collaborative creativity in MMLWS. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic view of facilitating Collaborative Creativity in  
Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems (Berggren & Wiklund, in press) 
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3. Methodology 
In this chapter the aim is to give the reader a description of the methodology chosen for the  study. 

It provides an explanation to the approach taken on this study and how the study is designed in order 

to answer our research questions. Also the trustworthiness of our study will be argued for later on 

in this chapter. 

Paradigms are often discussed in the theory of methodology since they are defining for how 

researchers view knowledge and reality.  In this study we have had an interpretivist approach, 

investigating perceptions and actions of individuals within a contextual setting. The interpretivist 

paradigm proposes that reality is subjective and dependent on context, in contrast to the 

positivist paradigm which suggest that reality is objective and unchanging (Lincoln, et al., 2011). 

We share the view that social reality is a subjective thing shaped by our own perceptions, using it 

as a key standpoint in our interpretations and analysis. Moreover, a case study methodology has 

been chosen for this study that is in line with the interpretivist paradigm (Collis & Hussey, 2009). 

Data was collected through qualitative interviews with managers in an area delimited by our 

theoretical framework, as well as observations and reviews of documentation. As researchers, we 

have interacted with our interviewees in line with our interpretivist view of the world (Lincoln, 

et al., 2011). Thus our view has been that managerial efforts and actions will be a result of the 

context in which they work, and that experiences of a defined system will shape and refine 

facilitative action. 

3.1. Case Study  
This analytical case study is aimed at increase the understanding of how managers can create 

conditions for collaborative creativity in a setting defined by a Mobile Multi-Locational Work 

System (MMLWS). A case study approach was chosen as it is suitable in answering research 

expressed in ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions. Additionally, case studies are useful in studying 

contemporary events where the control of behavioral events are unattainable (i.e. where 

historical and experimental types of studies are unfeasible) (Yin, 2003). Moreover, the relatively 

short time frame (five months) available for investigation was a factor influencing our choice in 

using a case study approach. 

The case was based around the Microsoft Corporation, and more specifically the Swedish 

organization’s implementation of their New World of Work concept. A work system based around 

flexible working, allowing work to take place from any location, implementing free-seating 

regimes in the office building, and making use of software and technological support for 
communication and cooperation across time and space. We have studied managerial perceptions 

of how they need to act in the NWOW system, interviewing a number of managers within the 

organization as our primary source of data. These perceptions have been analyzed using a 

theoretical framework based on research in the fields of creativity and virtuality, with the aim of 

contributing to how low degrees of virtuality and collaborative creativity interact. Although two 

managers were working in the Dutch and Finnish organizations, we have considered the 

managers to share a common context defined by the Microsoft organization and the New World 

of Work implementation. As such we have considered this case study to be of holistic single-case 

design (Yin, 2003). However interviewees have had differing backgrounds and managerial roles 

within the organization. The different roles has been discussed when deemed relevant 

throughout our analysis. 
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3.2. Research Design 
In implementing the NWOW concept Microsoft opened up their organization allowing us to 

investigate the MMLWS construct. Given the increasingly virtualized way of working, we were 

drawn to how it affects management, and especially so management of collaboration. After an 

initial review of literature on virtuality, we found the intersection between virtuality and 

creativity to be of interest. Leading to the aim of this study being formulated. In order to increase 

understanding of collaborative creativity and how it can be stimulated in MMLWS, three research 

questions were identified as the basis of our research: 

RQ 1. Which factors are of key importance for collaborative creativity in MMLWS? 

RQ 2. How are key factors of collaborative creativity affected by MMLWS? 

RQ 3. How can leaders create conditions for collaborative creativity in MMLWS? 

A foundation for answering our research questions was formulated through compiling theoretical 

knowledge gained through a literature review into a theoretical framework. Additionally, the 

framework, observations, and unstructured interviews with the head of the central marketing 

organization1 were used in constructing an interview guide used for collecting data through Semi-

Structured interviews. Moreover the framework was used in analyzing the collected data in order 

to answer the questions posed. A simplified representation of the research process applied in this 

study, in order to answer the research questions, is displayed in Figure 6. While the figure is linear 

in its design, we have used a more abductive approach as understanding of both the problem and 

the case grew as time progressed. In iterating between theoretical, empirical and analytical stages 

of the process, we gained a better understanding of the problem at hand. Consequently, several 

of the stages were overlapping and happened simultaneously.  

                                                             

1 Sabina Rasiwala Hägglund, Head of Central Marketing, Microsoft AB 
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Figure 6. A simplified model of the research process of this study.  

3.2.1. Identify and Define Problem Formulation  
The process started with a pre-study, where an initial literature review was performed in parallel 

with observations at the Microsoft office in Stockholm. The literature was initially reviewed with 

the intention of identifying a problem and formulating our research questions. Much of the initial 

literature review was focused on virtuality and the research made on virtual teams, in order to 

get a deeper understanding about the possible virtuality effects apparent when implementing the 

NWOW concept. An initial seminar 2  where thesis workers were informed of the Microsoft 

organization and the intentions of NWOW was held at an early stage in the process. Moreover, 

observations of employees working at the newly rebuilt office in Stockholm further contributed 

to the understanding of how individuals work and function within the organization represented 

in our case study. In order to further narrow down the scope of the theory to fit the nature of the 

managers and teams investigated, two unstructured interviews were held with the Head of 

Central Marketing Organization at Microsoft Sweden. In line with our interpretivistic view in this 

study, an approach of unstructured interviews was chosen with the aim of gaining in depth 

answers and thus understanding regarding the organization (Collis & Hussey, 2009). 

                                                             

2 Seminar introducing Microsoft and the New World of Work for the thesis workers, held at the Microsoft 
office in Akalla, Sweden 2013-02-15. 
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Our initial unstructured interview led our studies onto the field of creativity due to its importance 

to the marketing organization. An additional meeting with a PhD student3 studying creativity 

helped us further focus our literature review within the field. Hence, we have focused on 

creativity through collaboration, and how managers can encourage creativity in collaborations. 

Given the organizational structure and the recent NWOW implementation, we have focused our 

study towards how conditions for collaborative creativity have been affected by the implemented 

MMLWS given a certain degree of virtuality. Moreover we have studied the situation through a 

managerial perspective to gain a further understanding of how managers can stimulate these 

conditions for collaborative creativity.  

Using the reviewed literature and combining it with information gathered through our 

organizational mapping (c.f. Figure 6) resulted in a theoretical framework used in formulating an 

interview design for the Semi-Structured interviews. 

3.2.2. Observations 
Data was in part collected through non-participative observations of work within the 

organization. Roughly two days a week were spent at the Kista office of the Microsoft AB. In using 

the organization’s facilities, trying to change seats and workspaces within the office on a regular 

basis as we wrote our thesis, data was collected through observing work within the facilities and 

overhearing discussions.  

The use of the data collected was two-fold. On the one hand, observations were used to increase 

understanding of the organization and of work in it. On the other hand, observing how virtual the 

NWOW system were, enabled us to gain a better understanding of how the office-building and 

systems for communication were utilized. The information was initially used as a component in 

formulating the interview guide for our Semi-Structured interviews. However, pieces of 

information were used in analyzing how the NWOW system could be related to the MMLWS 

construct. Although depicted as one stage in a linear process in Figure 6, observations were 

performed throughout the study. 

3.2.3. Semi-Structured Interviews 
Our study primarily collected data from nine managers, working for the Microsoft Corporation, 

through semi-structured interviews. The managers were all in some form responsible for leading 

teams and work within NWOW. Seven managers were based in Sweden, one in Finland and one 

in the Netherlands. While we have omitted reviewing cultural differences between managers, the 

two managers interviewed outside of Sweden provided an insight into organizational differences 

across country borders. In line with the research of Lorenz and Lundvall (2011) who argues for 

similarities in work organizational structures across the countries, no major differences were 

found. This can also be accounted to the fact that the managers were a part of the same global 

organization, with similar methods of implementing the NWOW system studied. Moreover the 

two managers not from Sweden have had more experience working in the system (five 

respectively two years), a factor which enabled us to consider the time-dimension of working in 

a MMLWS. Apart from a time-dimension, answers from the Dutch and Finnish managers have 

been seen as equal and comparable, given that they worked within the same company and 

MMLWS-like system. More information about the managers and their teams can be found in 

Appendix I.  

                                                             

3 Charlotta Linse, Ph.D. Student, Student at the Department of Industrial Economics and Management, 
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden. 
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The nine managers interviewed in total were all chosen and contacted by our supervisor at 

Microsoft AB. The criteria was that they were leading a team involved in complex problem-

solving. Interviews with Swedish managers were held in Swedish and the citations referred to in 

our empirical findings have been translated into English. The interviews in Sweden were held in 

conference rooms at Microsoft or at their partners’ offices depending on the wish of the 

interviewee. The two interviews with the Finnish and Dutch manager were both held in English 

and were conducted through the use of a teleconferencing system without video possibilities.  

In some areas we have found that the experiences of managers are due to the role they have and 

the kind of team they are leading. Therefor we have divided the interviewed managers into three 

categories shown in Table 6. The categories are only used when we have seen the different roles 

to be an important factor in the interviewees’ answers. 

Table 6. Description of different types of managers interviewed in this study. 

Category of manager Description of role 

Autonomous manager An autonomous manager is mainly independent and has no 
employee responsibility but puts together his/her own teams when 
needed. 

People manager A people manager is mainly characterized by its employee 
responsibility and is being measured on their employees’ happiness.  
 

Virtual team manager A virtual team manager leads virtual teams and puts together teams 
consisting of members from different divisions. They has worked 
with virtual teams before NWOW was implemented. 

 

Semi-structured interviews were chosen since we had areas that we wanted to cover. However 

we did not want to limit the interviewees in providing their views, perceptions and insights of the 

system. We wanted to be able to add additional question in order to get more detailed information 

(Collis & Hussey, 2009). Moreover, since the aim is to acquire the managers view and opinions 

structured interviews would be limiting in the sense that they limit the interviewees’ answers 

and explanations. The guidelines for our semi-structured interviews can be found in Appendix II. 

The questions have not been asked directly to the interviewees but functioned more as a check-

list for areas we wanted to cover during the interviews. 

3.2.4. Analysis of Empirical Data 
The analysis of empirical data can in a sense be seen as two-fold, and is correlated to how we have 

structured this study. On the one hand the data used in Chapter 4 was collected through 

interviews, observations, and reviewing written documentation. The collected data provides an 

overview of the case company and NWOW discussing it in terms of MMLWS and creativity based 

on our theoretical framework. On the other hand, the qualitative data used in Chapter 5 were 

collected through Semi-Structured interviews and observations of work at the organizations 
office. The data were reviewed, restructured, translated, categorized into themes, and finally 

analyzed and interpreted. The process is displayed in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Overview of the analytical process, simplified 

The data collected through interviews was transcribed, and these transcriptions were reviewed 

in order to get a general understanding of our collected data. After a general understanding of the 

interviews was acquired, data was categorized into 18 categories based on our interview guide. 

This initial categories were restructured into three themes (Social factors, Coordination, 

Creativity Facilitation) related to our theoretical review. Data related to each theme was 

structured into eight sub-themes which were used as a basis for interpreting and analyzing data. 

A schematic description of how interview data was categorized and reduced into sub-themes, 

used in the analysis, can be found in Appendix III.  

This study is aimed at understanding how managers handle conditions for collaborative 

creativity, when organizational virtualization increases, by implementing a MMLWS. Additionally 

we explores what is important for leaders to have in mind in such a system in order to stimulate 

collaborative creativity. To achieve this the thematically structured data was analyzed and 

interpreted using both our theoretical framework and observations of the systems in order to 

understand the answers. Quotes from different managers were compared and contrasted with 

relation to the theoretical framework in order to answer the research questions posed.  

3.3 Trustworthiness and Critical Discussion 
The unit of analysis in our case is managers and their experiences of management within NWOW, 

as the study investigates and analyses managerial views of creativity facilitation in a MMLWS. 

Since we are studying managers’ experiences and data collected is based around individual 

experiences, it is likely that the trustworthiness of the results are high. The concept of reliability 

in case studies is focused on the repeatability (in reaching results) if the case study was 

performed in an identical manner (Yin, 2003). As such, this chapter, which clarifies our process 

coupled with information found in the appendixes, has been aimed at raising the reliability of our 

research. 

Data was triangulated by collecting it from several managers on different positions within the 

organization, in different countries, implying that findings are valid across the case. Moreover, 

the use of non-participatory observations, and studies of written documentation (in the pre-

study) increases construct validity through the use of multiple sources (Yin, 2003).   Investigator 
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triangulation was used during the interviews, as we were two persons attending all interviews. 

During the interviews one of us was responsible for interviewing the manager and asking 

questions. The other person’s responsibility was to write a protocol and keep track of that all the 

areas that needed answers were covered. In addition to the protocol, all interviews were 

recorded, with the interviewees’ permission, in order to ensure that no information was 

overseen. Being two interviewers in interpretations and data collection imply an increased 

internal validity in results (Collis & Hussey, 2009; Yin, 2003). External validity in single-case 

studies are typically ensured through analytical generalization (Yin, 2003). Accordingly we have 

attempted to draw conclusions by connecting our empirical data with a theoretical framework 

based on research from the fields of creativity and virtuality. 

We are aware that the managers interviewed might be biased, since NWOW can be seen as a 

product Microsoft wants to sell. However, we have had that in mind during our interviews and 

observations in order to get our own view of the system and how it is used. Moreover, it felt like 

the interviewees were speaking freely about the system, highlighting several difficulties with 

working in a virtualized system.  

Another thing we know could be perceived as a weakness in our study is the single perspective 

used. This study has primarily explored the managerial perspective and although observations of 

individuals in the organization has been performed, further data has not been collected on the 

views of tem members. We are aware that the teams might not agree with the managers and a 

verification could have contributed to a wider view. However, in this study we wanted to focus 

on the change in management manager’s experience and how they feel they can stimulate 

creativity. Nevertheless, we believe that a study asking teams working in NWOW about their 

experience and if they feel that the system enables creativity can be a great complement to our 

study. We look at it as a future area of research that would be important for a comprehensive 

view of the system and the creativity effects.  

3.4 Ethics and Anonymity 
The main source of data used in this study has been derived from interviews with a set of 

managers. While we have tried to maintain anonymity of our subjects, interviewees have been 

categorized depending on their role in the organization. As the selection of interviewees was done 

with the help of our supervisor within the organization, it is plausible that the person in question 

can link answers to individuals. As such, we have tried to obfuscate the identity of who the 

collected data has come from, especially so when criticism has been pointed at the system or 

organization. 

Moreover, all interviewees have been informed of their anonymity, and all have granted us 

consent to record the interviews. Initial information given regarding the interviews have 

intentionally been limited as to not bias unnecessarily. The interviewees were informed that we 

were writing about their perceptions of the NWOW and management in it, with a focus on 

creativity.   
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4. Microsoft and the New World of Work Concept,  

the Contextual Setting 
This chapter will describe the organization investigated in this study, Microsoft AB, and the NWOW 

concept they have developed and implemented. This will be done in order for the reader to get a 

better picture of the case company and the context the managers work in. The information found in 

this chapter is based on the conducted interviews, the seminar detailing the NWOW and 

observations, if nothing else is stated. Thus this chapter can be seen as the first of two empirical 

chapters. Due to respect for the privacy of our interviewees, no titles or names will be associated 

with quotes from the interviews.  

The Microsoft Corporation was founded in USA 1975 and has grown into one of the largest within 

the IT industry of today (Microsoft Corporation, 2011). As a global organization with offices 

worldwide, Microsoft is divided into different regions. Our study has primarily been focused on 

the New World of Work implementation at the Swedish branch Microsoft AB, belonging to the 

Western Europe region of the organization. The Swedish organization in Kista, Stockholm is 

primarily handling sales, marketing, and services in the local market, however some development 

of software products also occurs locally. 

As an organization in the forefront of the industry, with a product offering covering large parts of 

the market, Microsoft’s technology is widely used within the organization itself. In an attempt to 

utilize the opportunities offered by an extensive software support, the New World of Work 

(NWOW) initiative has been implemented throughout the organization. The NWOW 

implementation is aimed at allowing flexibility in work in general and three offices have rebuilt 

their office-spaces as well. They have eliminated fixed locations within the offices in order to 

further encourage flexible working and mobility. The latest office redesign was performed in 

Sweden (2012) following Microsoft Netherlands (2008) and Finland (2011). 

4.1. Work Structures and Control 
The Swedish branch of the Microsoft organization can, in many ways, be described as a complex 

matrix-organization with a strong project orientation. All employees belongs to a division and 

they cooperate internally, e.g. marketing division. However, there are also managers for different 

business areas, e.g. product managers, who set up cross-organizational virtual teams. We have 

created a simplified model of how the matrix organization is set up in Figure 8. In order to 

describe the organization more accurately a three dimensional matrix would be needed. 

However, since it is not relevant to our study we have chosen to simplify the model in order to 

increase the understanding of the reader.  
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Figure 8. A simplified model of the matrix structured organization of Microsoft AB 

The virtual teams set up consists of a project owner and team members from different divisions 

in the local organization that have the knowledge needed. This creates the complex matrix-

organization with several cross-organizational team constellations. Making it even more complex, 

members of a virtual team sometimes sets up their own project groups in order to gather the 

knowledge needed to solve their task in the virtual team. Moreover, Microsoft often works closely 

with external agencies in their virtual teams as well as internal competences. An example of how 

these complex project structures can be arranged is displayed in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. An example of how a project within the Microsoft organization could be structured 
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The employees at the Microsoft Corporation are measured on results, with several metrics used 

to evaluate individual employees’ contributions to the organization. Every year clear metrics and 

goals are set up for all employees and it is made clear on what and how they are to be measured. 

Examples of what managers can be measured on is the number of users of one of their products, 

market shares or gender equality of the new recruitments. There can also be more specified goals 

like budget targets and employee satisfaction, depending on position and role within the 

organization. Moreover the Microsoft Corporation has clear structures for feedback. During the 

year personal feedback is delivered on a regular basis through one-to-one meetings between 

manager and employee in order to evaluate the performance, set up new commitments and 

support the employee. Goals are evaluated continuously over time and realigned if necessary. 

Furthermore, employees fill in a survey investigating a broad range of factors (e.g. work 

satisfaction and perceptions of the organization) each year, in an attempt to monitor employees’ 

attitudes to the organization. 

4.2. The New World of Work Concept 
The New World of Work (NWOW) is an initiative to encourage flexible working brought on by 

changing demand from the workforce. It officially stared with the whitepaper written by Gates in 

2005, identifying the changes in the way we live and work (Gates, 2005). 

“[…] a generation of young people who grew up with the Internet is entering the 
workforce, bringing along work styles and technologies that feel as natural to 

them as pen and paper.” (p. 1) 

Gates (2005) further stated that the Microsoft Corporation will work with these changes, 

providing software that hinder information overload, make work more efficient and let people 

access information and work regardless of physical location. The white paper started a discourse 

within the company, trying to find out how to develop, enable and improve this New World of 

Work (NWOW). The construct developed is based on three focus areas (Figure 10) of people, 

places and technology working together in an environment encouraging work detached from 

location.  

 

Figure 10. The Three focus areas of NWOW  
(Based on the seminar held by Microsoft AB, 2013-02-15) 

The development of technology coupled with the organization’s performance management 

scorecards, have enabled more flexible work taking place from locations other than a specific 

desk in an office environment. Within the NWOW, employees are encouraged to work from 

practically anywhere, be it homes, partner companies or hotels, depending on their needs. 

Place

Technology

People
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Moreover the development of more advanced software solutions have enabled individual 

employees to work in manners suitable to their way of life. By using technology to communicate 

and cooperate at a distance in both synchronous and asynchronous manners work can take place 

at any given physical and temporal location. This accommodation of the individual’s work style 

has been shown to increase the work-life balance of individuals as well as improve productivity 

(van Heck, 2010). In decoupling work from physical and temporal locations, requirements on 

software for communication and information sharing have increased. While the specific 

components of such a technological system may vary, communication across time and space is 

key in the NWOW system. 

4.3. Working in the New World of Work at Microsoft 
From a New World of Work perspective Microsoft AB can be described by the factors of 

technology, place and people found previously in Figure 10. Our collected data suggest that the 

individuals working at Microsoft AB are driven and generally work long hours. Perhaps best 

exemplified by one manager interviewed who stated that: 

“[…] the problem here is not to make people work but to stop them from working 
too much”.  

However, given that Microsoft AB primarily can be seen as a marketing-sales organization 

(although some local development of software exist), it is plausible to believe that hours worked 

differ across the organization. Nonetheless our view is that a culture of working more than the 

standard 40 hour days exists. The long hours might be an effect of the performance management 

system implemented which make tasks clear to the individual. However clear measurements can 

also lead to an atmosphere where you trust your colleagues to finish the job, highlighted by one 

manager as: 

“[…] everybody believes that you make up for the lost time at a later occasion.” 

As much of the work in the organization is performed in projects, work-related meetings are 

frequent. We were told that before the office was rebuild (in November 2012) finding a meeting 

room was a problem. Moreover a manager at Microsoft Netherlands narrated that: 

“We try to avoid having meetings, we spend an average of 30% of our time in 

meetings. Having online-meetings are common. Every day you ask yourself if you 

have to go to work today or not” 

Although work towards the NWOW concept has been underway since 2005, the reconstruction 

of the Swedish office (with the implementation of free-seating) seems to have been a point when 

Swedish managers re-evaluated how flexible one can work. It has led to more uniform norms for 

how and from where work can take place. Managers consistently tell us about working outside 

the office, having meetings over dinner at colleagues’ homes, working during a walk in the park, 

relocating to partners’ offices and similar activities. As far as we understand the implementation 

of free-seating has lowered barriers to a flexible work-life. The presence visibility is lowered (i.e. 

you do not know if your colleagues are present), which increases perceived levels of safety and 

reservation of judgment in work-life in general. 

“You no longer know where your team members works, even if they are in the 

same building.” 

“Before you felt a bit ashamed when you went to the hairdresser during working 

hours. But now I no longer do.” 
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In using the Microsoft facilities however, observations points towards a mixed reception of the 

free-seating design. Certain sub-divisions appear to have found more fixed locations in the office 

building and are reserving seats and sitting areas within the office building. It indicates that 

although the idea of flexible working is used, it is adapted depending on perceived needs and 

desires to communicate and socialize within teams.  

Given that Microsoft has developed a large number of tools for computer-mediated 

communication, the use of such tools is frequent. Both interviews and observations indicate that 

technological tools for communication are used intensively within the organization. A description 

of the technological tools can be found in Table 7. In line with the Dutch manager’s previous quote, 

meetings appear to take place through the collaboration system. 

Table 7. The main communication tools used at Microsoft and their functionalities (telephone and calendar excluded). 

Tool Description 

Collaboration system The collaboration system is used extensively for virtual 
collaboration. In effect it is used for everything from initiating 
contact to video meetings.  Capabilities include: 
 

 Instant messaging 
 Voice over IP 
 Video calls 
 Document sharing 

 
Instant Messaging through the system seem to have replaced 
phone calls as the primary method of initiating contact within 
the organization. Our observation indicate that a large part of 
voice calls and virtual meetings are made through the systems. 
 
A notable result from our interviews is that the video 
functionality rarely is used. 

E-mail client E-mail is the main communication tool used resulting in 
employees receiving large amounts of e-mail every day. It is 
typically used for formal, auditable communication.  

“The cornerstone is email. I get about 160 
emails per day on average. That’s quite a lot, 
a lot from the virtual team, and not 
necessarily for me specifically. Email is the 
primary form of communication however. It’s 
asynchronous, you send it and it’s of your 
radar.” 

 

Content Management 
System (CMS) 

The implemented CMS software is used for: 
 Share knowledge, actions and information with others 

(internally and externally) 
 Follow and track progress of projects 

Enterprise Social Network The organization has recently implemented an enterprise social 
network for social communication. In addition it is used for 
sharing non-vital information and is used as an area for 
providing praise and feedback virtually. 
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4.4. Summary and Analysis 
As the New World of Work has been studied within the Microsoft AB organization, separating out 

what is inherent to the NWOW from organizational characteristics and structures is problematic. 

Similarities between the NWOW and the theoretical concept of MMLWS suggested by Vartiainen 

and Hyrkkänen (2010) are primarily related to physical and virtual spaces. It appears that work 

takes place from any number of locations within the NWOW. Although the free-seating of the 

Swedish NWOW implementation is not discussed by Vartiainen and Hyrkkänen (2010) we argue 

that free-seating increases the number of physical spaces and thus should be compatible with the 

MMLWS framework. Moreover, the NWOW at Microsoft implements a wide variety of tools for 

computer-mediated communication. Much like one would expect to see in MMLWS and virtual 

work structures in general, with cooperation occurring across physical space. Thus we argue that 

the NWOW is comparable to a MMLWS. The increase in time spent working and cooperating 
virtually can in line with Schweitzer and Duxbury (2010) be interpreted as an elevated degree of 

virtuality stemming from the NWOW implementation. From a perspective of individual freedom 

related to the increased flexibility, we suggest that MMLWS implementations would lead to 

increased levels of motivation in line with Amabile, et al. (1996) and Ekvall (1996). Thus both 

individual and collaborative creativity should be positively correlated to the implementation.  

Although the primary focus of this study is collaborative creativity and MMLWS, reviewing the 

organizational context in terms of creativity has bearing due to the problem of separating NWOW 

from characteristics of the organization. Moreover, the structure of the Microsoft AB organization 

probably affects the NWOW implementation to a great extent. While the NWOW allows for much 

flexibility and a higher degree of virtuality, the culture of allowing and enabling flexible work is 

of importance. Both our interviews and the observations show that today the culture of enabling 

flexibility strongly exists at Microsoft. There are an acceptance of using standard working hours 

for non-work-related tasks. Nevertheless, different teams seems to use the flexibility differently 

depending on tasks and roles. For example, employees within sales are possibly more bound to 

the customers’ hours of operating, which decreases the employees’ use of the system in terms of 

flexibility. This implies that work-forms that are more dependent on synchronous 

communication in fixed time-intervals are less able to use MMLWS effectively compared to for 

example knowledge-workers (who can perform certain tasks at times when direct 

communication is unfeasible). The possibility to work flexibly within the Microsoft organization 

can be linked to the use of performance measurement systems, as it probably would be distinctly 

harder to manage work without clear goals and metrics for the employees. Systems for measuring 

results rather than face-time appear to be beneficial when implementing MMLWS and are likely 

to be implemented simultaneously as the ability to monitor work decreases. According to 

Amabile, et al. (1996), systems for control and rewards primarily affect individuals’ motivation 

to creative thinking (and possibly sharing of ideas). Typically such are negative for motivation 

systems, if perceived as rigid and pointless, whereas a proper implementation is expected to 

increase individual motivation. It is plausible that having targets, but a freedom in reaching them, 
is beneficial from a motivational perspective. The Microsoft organization have clear structures 

for retaining, collecting and distributing knowledge through for example feedback sessions. It 

implies that such structures are of importance as distance between individuals increase through 

the use of MMLWS. However, knowledge transfer appears to be harder in virtual structures, 

leading to MMLWS probably increasing the need for structures for distributing knowledge 

(Griffith, et al., 2003). In line with the research of Drazin and Kazanjian (2012), structures for 

distributing knowledge is implied to be beneficial to both collaborative and individual creativity 

as the amount of knowledge within the organizational system increases. 
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In summary, the actual implementation of a MMLWS can bring on effects on individual creativity 

through freedom and the increased motivation. As suggested by Paulus, et al. (2012) the 

increased creativity of individuals have an effect on collaborative creation. Moreover increases in 

flexibility, freedom coupled with the likely advent of reward and control systems targeting results 

rather than face-time, are probably beneficial to collaborations. 
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5. Creativity and Leadership in the New World of Work 
This chapter presents empirical findings from our interviews with managers working within the 

NWOW at Microsoft AB. The findings will be presented from three perspectives; social factors, 

coordination and facilitating creativity. The first two areas will present how managers experiences 

the effects on social factors and coordination. The last part will have a stronger focus on managers 

perceptions directly related to creating conditions for collaborative creativity in this system. This 

structure is based on the structure that our Semi-Structured interviews followed. A summary of the 

discussions we have had with managers will be presented as well as quotations in order to give the 

reader a possibility to interpret the answers independently. Every section will be summarized and 

analyzed together with our observations in order to provide our view of the answers we got and how 

they match the theoretical findings. Due to respect for the privacy of our interviewees, no titles or 

names will be associated with quotes from the interviews.  

As suggested in Chapter 4 the implementation of a Mobile Multi-Locational Work System 

(MMLWS) increases individual flexibility. In effect this increases virtuality of work, as 

collaborating groups are increasingly dispersed in time and space. This increased virtuality is 

reflected in Microsoft AB’s implementation of The New World of Work (NWOW), a system which 

we previously have argued for being a MMLWS. It enables working from practically any location 

and decreases time-dependence of work. As physical and temporal distance increase so does the 

virtuality of the system. These Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems represent a degree of 

virtuality notably lower than a global virtual team (with members spread around the world). 

Nevertheless, a likeness exist in that much of the communication is facilitated by the use of 

information and communication technologies. The company studied in our case study, utilizes a 

number of tools which have been detailed in the previous chapter (4.3. Working in the New World 

of Work at Microsoft, Figure 8). 

In order to get a view of how managers experience the system we started our interviews with the 

question “What do you consider to be the biggest change after implementing NWOW?” The 

answers is displayed in Table 8 and gives an idea of how managers perceives the system. Notably 

the virtual team managers leading virtual teams, which were not seated together before NWOW 

was implemented, do not experience such a big change.  
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Table 8. Interpretations of what different managers answered to the question "What do you consider to be the biggest 
change after implementing NWOW?" 

Manager What do you consider to be the biggest change after implementing 
NWOW? 

Autonomous 
manager  

Easier to work in virtual team since you meet and know more people 

Autonomous 
manager  

Greater employee responsibility on how the flexibility is used  

Autonomous 
manager  

The cultural change that people are managed more freely 

Autonomous 
manager  

The culture allowing everybody to be equally flexible and that we are 
more visible in the organization 

People manager  More freedom with responsibility 

People manager  You no longer sit together which makes the social interaction with your 
team harder 

People manager  There is a need to plan in order for the team to meet and know what is 
going on. 

Virtual team 
manager  

The technology is used in a better way and the teams no longer meet 
every day. Managers get responsible for getting the cooperation to work  

Virtual team 
manager  

Not a great change for the virtual teams. You no longer know where your 
team members are seated, so you have to call instead of walking to their 
desk. 

 

These answers suggested that the areas of indicated to be important by our theoretical 

framework, which provided a basis for our interview-guide, were considered to be topics of 

interest. Moreover, the managers touched upon the areas before we did, implying the managers 

provided an unbiased view of the situation. The following chapter will be structured in the same 

order as our interviews with managers, presenting the answers and discussions managers 

brought up in the three areas of interest: 

 Managers perceived effects on social factors 

 Managers perceived effects on coordination 

 Managers perceptions of leading work and stimulate collaborative creativity in NWOW 
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5.1. Perceived Effects on Social Factors 
When asked about social factors and how they were affected by the NWOW implementation, 

several different aspects were brought up. Although managers discussed these issues freely, we 

could see several patterns emerging. Our view is that the answers can be grouped into three major 

sub-themes linked to social factors. 

 Group Dynamics  

 Social Communication 

 Introduction of New Employees 

Interestingly our interviewees link these factors to the fact that you no longer know where people 

are and the dispersion of employees, both within and outside the office building. 

5.1.1. Group Dynamics 
When probed on how group dynamics have been affected by the NWOW system, most managers 

are consistent in concluding that group dynamics are affected, and that one has to work harder 

and discuss these factors continuously. There appears to be a feeling that it is harder to socialize 

in groups. 

“Do you lose the group-feel? I think there is a risk of it. You need to keep your eyes 

on it, but it’s too early to say anything just yet. We are talking about it at group 

meetings, how to keep together and have a community, how to make us feel 

tighter because we are the same division”.  

The phenomenon is often linked to the fact that natural places of meeting people you know no 

longer exist. It is an issue which seems to have been countered by increasing the number of team 

meetings and introducing social forums such as an established Friday coffee-break. These breaks 

appear to function as a way to exchange both social and work-related information weekly.  

“[…] We have more team meetings now. […] Because the natural flow of 

information that comes from meeting every day no longer exist, I have tried to 

create forums for meeting more often. Both in work, to give us more time to 

discuss problems, but also create and show cohesion. The department has also 

introduced a ‘Friday coffee-break’, which is new for NWOW”.  

However a narration from another manager, with responsibility for a virtual team consisting of 

members from several department, implies that these social forums not necessarily replaces the 

lost social communication. 

”It is something I have noticed when I am out eating with someone, you get to 

hear that forums for exchanging ideas and discussing them are missing, and I 

don’t think we really have solved that yet” 

Experiences seem to differ though, one manager which seems to handle a tightly knit team feels 

the NWOW implementation has increased group cohesion.  

”Maybe I shouldn’t say we, but I think my team agrees. It is super important with 
total openness, to talk about anything, hard stuff, things that do not work. It is 

important to feel as if we are a family. If you have that feeling you can exchange 

ideas freely. It gives a new openness and tendency to try new things, which also 

is something embedded in the corporate culture at Microsoft. It is okay to make 

a fool of oneself.” 
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According to one manager the Finnish NWOW implementation used to have regular meetings, but 

as they decreased flexibility such fixed times for meetings were removed. However, the loss of 

clear venues for presenting ideas and socializing with one’s team is repeated by our interviews in 

Finland and the Netherlands respectively. Their answers implies that exchange over team 

boundaries increases at the expense of team internal exchange in more long term 

implementations. As suggested by the following statements: 

”The group dynamics has changed and the teams have grown. You do not only 
work with you team, but know more people who can help you out. The team 

dynamics in the own team change as you do not see each other. Which means you 

have to create more informal meetings to meet each other” 

“People can work from anywhere, so if someone is working from home you don’t 

meet them as much. Social cohesion within the teams has declined a bit, it is not 

that bad but is has declined. On the other hand, everything is open in the office, 

everyone can work everywhere. It also gave a big increase to the group 

interaction, between different teams.” 

When asked about conflict and if they had been affected due to the NWOW implementation, none 

of our interviewees’ felt that tensions have increased compared to before. Several of our 

interviewees point out that they prefer to have certain meetings in person. Especially so when a 

perceived risk for misunderstanding exist. The tendency of requiring attendance at times of 

difficulty can also be interpreted from answers of a non-Swedish manager who states that a 

maximum five percent of meetings require physical presence. Our data suggest that most 

managers acknowledge that when information prone to misinterpretation is exchanged, one tries 

to meet it face to face. This is exemplified in the quotes below: 

“Sometimes it’s hard when the person is not here. Then you might wait till 

Monday and deal with it then, rather than calling. It might be something 

personal, something I’d rather take face to face, when it’s more personal and 

easier to read body language and such. When it is something sensitive, you don’t 

want to run people over.” 

“Sometimes, when you have to handle something difficult, it is really hard when 
people have chosen not to be at the meeting. There have been some meetings 

where everyone should have been there. It is considerably harder to solve 

conflicts over the collaboration system. In situations of conflicts everyone should 

be attending [physically].” 

One manager was a bit annoyed at people attending meetings virtually. However it is the 

exchange of tacit knowledge that he feels is harder through computer-mediated communication 

and not that conflicts are more prone to exist. Nonetheless it highlights that difficulties in 

communicating through virtual mediums exist. 

”I can get annoyed when people attend virtually, but I think I am quite liberal 

compared to some people who probably find it even harder. The team-meetings 

you have, to create a dialogue, not only to report but to create new knowledge. 

That’s when you need the tacit-knowledge to flow, and it’s something that is very 

hard to achieve through the collaboration system. It is probably possible [to use 

video presence technology] with a good connection, but if the quality isn’t high 

enough it is impossible [to transfer all forms of knowledge].” 
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We have noticed that in some cases, managers measured on certain things (e.g. employee 

satisfaction) have a different view on certain areas compared to managers without such a clear 

measure on satisfaction. A manager responsible for a number of employees highlights the need 

for employees to be seen to a greater extent than managers not measured on similar measures. 

”I have felt there is an increased need for it. I need to summarize what we do, for 
each other. I mean everyone wants to be seen, once I forgot someone in a weekly 

mail and he felt he had to call me and tell me what he was doing. It is important 

to make sure everyone is seen.” 

This can be contrasted by a manager without clear employee responsibility, who reflects that: 

”I think the connection is the fact that we are not measured on it. Managers in 

the organizational teams are measured on how well they are perceived. They are 

measured on such factors, it is important that the teams [members] are [feeling] 

well. But I don’t have those measurements, I am not measured on it.” 

The contrast between the statements illustrates the importance of metrics in the organization 

and how they guide actions. However, the first statement highlights the need for managers in 

providing feedback and reflection, especially so when managing people. 

5.1.2. Social Communication 
Decreased group internal face to face communication has effected how teams communicate. 

Although answers from our interviewees imply that work-related communication is similar to 

before the office was rebuilt, it seems to have changed form. 

“The amount of work-related communication is about the same as before. But it 

has changed channels, there is a lot more pinging [Instant messaging] through 

the collaboration system nowadays. Before we usually sat together, and you 

could ask questions easily. But nowadays you ping and ask “Are you at the office 

today?” before meeting up.” 

When managers communicate virtually within NWOW the effects on exchange of information and 

knowledge expands. Consistently stating that both cross-group communication and spontaneous 

meetings have increased as you see less of the group you are a part of. The feeling appears to be 

that you meet more people and talk to others when flexible office spaces are introduced, as 

indicated by statements such as: 

”[…] Now, when we are more dispersed physically, you have more spontaneous 

contacts, you meet people more often, and build other types of relations. When 

you are no longer sitting in a specific corner of the building and move around a 

lot more [you meet more people]”. 

“One opportunity is to talk to these persons about things I normally don’t. 

Something which had not happened otherwise […] it creates an opportunity to 

gain new ideas and thoughts you would not otherwise, you meet people you 

normally don’t interact with”. 

While most people feel the interaction between members of different sub-organizational 

structures has increased, and people are positive to it in general, some feel it leads to an overflow 

of information. 
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”Sometimes I don’t want more ideas! As a senior employee who works with a lot 

of different people, I get run into a lot. If I walk through a floor of the office I get 

stopped four times. Sometimes it’s quite tough, and it can be nice working from 

home.” 

5.1.3. Introduction of New Employees 
Introducing new employees in a flexible work system such as NWOW does seem to pose 

difficulties. While answers to it differ depending on role in the organization, all answers imply 

that it requires effort to become a part of the organization as a new employee. Moreover, it 

appears to be present in earlier implementations as well. 

”Since you do not meet people [which belongs to the same group], it can be a 

challenge. It creates an expectation, that the new employee should seek contact” 

”I had a new employee who had a hard time to be that independent, and not have 
anyone to turn to when she did not have work experience” 

Typically this issue is addressed by appointing mentors and co-locating work to set locations. 

Increasing the amount of face to face time between new and experienced individuals. 

”If you have a new employee you try to make sure they sit together [with 

someone]! At least the first two or three months” 

”I have heard that you often sit together the first time. To create a sense of 

belonging, if you have to ask someone. People also have mentors and buddies for 

newly employed, and try to encourage sitting together, meeting socially etc.” 

5.1.4. Summary and Analysis 
From a social perspective our interviews point towards a set of key findings in how MMLWS affect 

the conditions for collaborative creativity. 

 Increase of cross-organizational communication 

 Changes in group communication 

 Decreased group cohesiveness as organizational cohesion increases 
o Harder to introduce new individuals 

 Unchanged occurrences of conflicts 

As individuals have become increasingly flexible in their way of working, both interviews and 

observations suggest that communication has been affected. In line with the research on 

communication in virtual structures by Akkirman and Harris (2005), the managers appear to feel 

that communication between group members has changed form rather than decreased. However, 

our data suggest that the increased flexibility has stimulated communication across 

organizational boundaries as group members see less of each other. This implies that social 

communication between group members have decreased somewhat, as time is spent 

communicating across organizational boundaries to a greater extent. Research on collaboration 

by several authors (e.g. Sonnenburg (2004), Hülsheger, et al. (2009), Reiter-Palmon, et al. (2012)) 

suggest that increased communication is key for collaborative creativity. Accordingly our 

interpretation is that MMLWS contributes to the conditions of collaboration in increasing the 

contact-points within the organization. However, the decreased internal communication 

probably needs to be handled by managers, providing forums for social interaction. Our study 

points to that it has been addressed in Sweden by implementing more regular meetings for social 

exchange. However, the method is contrasted by the Finnish implementation which appears to 

have removed fixed social meetings as employees experienced those meetings to hinder 
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flexibility. It is possible that the need for social meetings decreased as employees became 

increasingly used to the flexible way of work, suggesting that experience of the system is of 

importance in utilizing it fully. 

A few of our interviewees express the feeling of being overrun with information, and although a 

section of the office building is allocated for work labeled ‘do not disturb’, our observations 

indicate that it is not used to a great extent. As workers in the system becomes increasingly 

mobile, and communication increases, so does the risk of being overrun with information. 

Information overload is a phenomenon which can lead to creative blocking according to the 

research of Ekvall (1996). Accordingly, it is probable that the use of differing physical spaces of 

MMLWS can be both beneficial and inhibiting from an individualistic perspective due the risk of 

“not having time to think”. 

Coupled to these decreases in face to face interaction our data suggest that group cohesion is 

affected to some extent. Task commitment is related to organizational control systems and 

structures rather than the MMLWS implementation. However, interviews imply that 

interpersonal relations is affected. Assuming that interpersonal relations and bonds are 

connected to social interaction and communication, group cohesion would be expected to be 

affected as group members meet less frequently due to a MMLWS implementation. Sitting at the 

office, one notices people left by their usual lunch companions and calls being made to people out 

eating, asking where they are. Such incidents might not damage group cohesiveness in short-

term, however in the long-run it is plausible that introducing MMLWS leads to lower levels of 

cohesion. Our data suggest that group cohesion decline to some extent, but at the same time the 

system opens up for an organizational cohesiveness, encouraging communication and exchange 

of ideas across organizational boundaries. Moreover, according to Reiter-Palmon, et al. (2012), 

lowered group internal cohesion is not necessarily negative for collaborations, while the lowered 

barriers for idea exchange across the organization have large potential to be positive.  

Our data suggest that the introduction of new employees is perceived as a challenge in the system. 

Managerial action of co-locating and using mentors to introduce new individuals imply that the 

formation of cohesion between new and senior employees is an issue. Answers indicate that 

introducing new individuals to the organization requires additional work from both parties. 

People need to be increasingly social themselves, and managers typically make sure that mentors, 

buddies and more fixed locations exist for a period of time. Naturally, issues related to the 

decreased face to face contact between teams can be seen in the disappearance of social forums 

for communication. Finding a reference point for new individuals is possibly harder as MMLWS 

decreases communication in more traditional groups. Thus, from a more long-term perspective, 

creating a cohesiveness within the organization might require managerial additional attention. 

Participative safety and support for innovation seems to be high in the organization, with an 

acceptance for making the wrong decision and taking risks. Never the less, it seems not to be 

affected by the implementation of the Multi-Locational Work System to a large extent. However, 

the increased communication between employees in the organization can be seen as a 

representation of higher level of safety for sharing. Additionally, the increased freedom and the 

decrease in micro-management of work is possibly beneficial for individual motivation in line 

with the research of Amabile, et al. (1996) and Ekvall (1996). In turn the increased ideation of 

individuals stemming from increased motivation would be beneficial from a perspective of 

collaborative creativity.  

Trust across the organization seems to be high (possibly related to the use of metrics), with 

managers telling us that they expect people to make up for lost time at a later point. However, 

both observations and certain statements from the interviewees indicates that the flexibility and 
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use of collaborative software is mistrusted to some (although fairly small) extent. It indicates a 

growing ground for the belief that while attending meetings virtually one simultaneously does 

things not related to the task at hand, be it answering e-mails for another task or washing. The 

situation indicates that trust probably is a factor which needs to be handled in MMLWS. It could 

be done through control systems, norms for how to cooperate or systems providing visibility and 

vision for what individuals do, in line with the research by Malhotra, et al. (2007). While our 

interviewees themselves feel that the amount of conflicts in the organization was more or less the 

same as before, several agree that certain things you need to deal with face to face. MMLWS allows 

for face to face meetings between individual employees when discussing tough conflict-prone 

issues. Therefor it can be argued that these levels of virtuality mitigates conflicts found by 

Martins, et al. (2004) to hinder cooperation in virtual settings. Additionally providing vision and 

visibility, increasing awareness of individuals’ contributions to the greater whole appears to be 

important in mitigating factors related to conflicts and trust. 

In summary our research indicate that systems of MMLW increase organizational communication 

while affecting social factors of cohesion, safety, trust and conflicts. The increasing group external 

communication is clear in our case study, where the organization studied have restructured their 

office with a free-seating regime. In likeness with the virtual structures discussed by for example 

Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1999), Martins, et al. (2004) and Griffith, et al. (2003), the handling of 

cohesiveness, trust and conflicts appears to be important in MMLWS, especially in the long-run. 

From a management perspective handling the situations that arises are naturally important. 

However, even though levels of cohesion on team level have decreased it is not necessarily bad 

for collaborative creativity. Authors like Reiter-Palmon and his colleagues (2012) have suggested 

that groups working in too tight groups are prone to groupthink and an aversion to criticizing 

ideas. Nevertheless, ensuring that individual employees have forums to socialize in is found 

important, especially for employees new to the organization. In contrast to the global virtual 

teams, the local aspect of MMLWS has been found to provide possibilities to handle conflicts face 

to face. Our results indicate that this makes it easier to avoid conflicts negative to collaborative 

creativity in MMLWS.  
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5.2. Perceived Effects on Coordination 
When we asked the interviewees to tell us about the need for coordination in NWOW and how 

they felt it has changed, many interesting aspects were raised. The interviews clearly showed that 

perceptions of coordination had changed thanks to NWOW, even though managers seem to 

experience changes differently. Information sharing and freedom/autonomy of work were 

subjects that were discussed by all interviewees in one way or another. How meetings where 

handled and the need for face to face interaction was often discussed, as well as how to handle 

the life puzzle when flexibility makes it possible to work around the clock. This is why these 

subjects will be addressed starting with the experienced change of coordination. 

5.2.1. Coordination Changes 
As displayed in Figure 11, several of the interviewees have experienced that they need to spend 

more time coordinating since NWOW was fully implemented.  

 

Figure 11. Answers to the question if managers feel they spend more 
 time coordinating since NWOW was implemented. 

Although a majority of the managers were in agreement, the interviewees had differing views of 

how the coordination had changed. The common subjects the interviewed managers touched 

upon were regarding the main points of:  

 Information sharing 

 Freedom of the team members  

On the subject of information sharing our data suggest that the increased coordination is linked 

to the perception that you do not meet to the same extent. Two of the managers believing the 

coordination burden was greater commented it as follows: 

”Yes, I think I need to coordinate more. We have more meetings since we need to 

inform each other and synchronize. The need for coordination has increased with 

the faster information flow and we no longer meet every day. We could send 

information by e-mail but it doesn’t give the same nuances as a real meeting.” 
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”There are more little things where you call someone and ask them to explain. 

The Nitty-gritty details that is something you use digital communication for, 

more so than before.” 

Another manager experiencing increased time spent on coordination discussed freedom of the 

employee as a factor of coordination and explained it as follows: 

”Yes it has [increased coordination]. Definitely. Now, the larger part of my team 

are very self-propelled. I don’t really need to tell anybody what they need to do. 

But coaching becomes really important! My role is to tell what we should 

accomplish the following six months. This is the direction but then I don’t know 

exactly what we will do along the road. They are experts in another way than I 

am, they know things I don’t. You need to take on another view on work.” 

Even managers who thought the amount of coordination needed was the same as before, argued 

however that it had changed. Freedom was an aspect of it as the team members got more own 

responsibility.  

“No I think the amount of coordination needed is fairly unchanged. But it has 

taken another form. Before it was more about finding meeting rooms but now 

you attach the link to the collaboration system and people has to solve it 

themselves.” 

One of the managers outside of Sweden raised a very interesting perspective when talking about 

the change in coordination as a freedom perspective: 

“Yes it [the coordination] is really different. More coordinating by distance. No 
idea where people are. They can be at home, at the office in Sweden etc. On one 

hand they need freedom. On the other hand we are targets with commitments 

and targets. Everyone describes what should be delivered, and managers give 

freedom as long as you reach those goals. Another way of controlling.”  

Many of the other managers interviewed have also discussed this during their interviews. The 

clear goal focus has shown not to be such a big difference for the employees at Microsoft since 

they had it long before NWOW was fully implemented. All the managers that touched this subject 

however thought that the clear goal focus and task structure in the organization is something that 

is really positive when working in NWOW. Nevertheless, as the quotation implies, the control of 

the team leader changes. This is further highlighted by another manager that stated as follows: 

“The need for control comes into this. I have very little need to control my team, 
for better or for worse, but I think it is positive when working in NWOW”  

This indicates that the control factor is a very important aspect for managers to have in mind 

when working in NWOW. 

5.2.2. Meetings and Face to Face Interaction 

During all the interviews the interviewees were discussing meetings. The virtuality and flexibility 

of the system contributed to giving managers a feeling that they needed more meetings and it 

became an issue to decide if the meeting were to be face to face or held virtually. All managers 
agreed that a rule existed that required the initiator of the meeting to make sure the possibility 

to attend meetings virtually existed. It gives members of the meeting the opportunity to choose 

what suits them the best for the moment. However, all interviewees raised the issue of face to 

face meetings being needed at certain occasions. Some managers even preferred face to face 
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meetings and were a bit annoyed with the virtual alternative. These two quotes describes a notion 

of how we perceive managerial views on the need for face to face meetings: 

”The traditional face to face meetings has not diminished. A change, however, is 
that there is a larger need for some things to be handled face to face. You have to 

create the possibilities for it [meeting face to face] that were natural before.” 

”When you have problems that needs to be solved, then it is always nice to meet 

in person. It is fairly easy to do. Sometimes it’s hard when the person is not here. 

Then you might wait until Monday and deal with it then, rather than calling. It 

might be personal, but I’d rather take it face to face, it is more personal and easier 

to read body language and such. When it is something sensitive, you don’t want 

to run people over.” 

From the interviews we can also see that managers with employee responsibility has greater need 

for face to face meetings and works less virtually. One people manager interviewed had become 

a manager after the implementation of NWOW and compared the difference between the 

positions: 

“Before I was a manager I used a lot more communication over the internet and 

today as a manger I use more face to face. As a manager I think it is important 

since I have employee responsibility. […] Today I approximately spend 20 percent 

of my time in virtual meetings and 80 percent in face to face meetings. Before I 

became a manger it was about 50 percent on each.”   

The two other managers with clear employee responsibility also stated: 

”I think coaching has become more important and I am forced to look further 

ahead. To be more strategic than operational. I don’t control work the same way. 

It forces us to lift our eyes a bit which makes it more fun to work but also more 

demanding. […] It becomes harder to handle how your team will meet. Sometimes 

you have to wait until next week instead to handle things which is frustrating. 

Even if it is important that our collaboration system works properly it doesn’t 

replace the face to face meetings.” 

”I have one-on-one meetings [face to face] with my employees every second week 
and with new employees every week. With new employees with their own 

employee responsibility I have had a morning meeting every day. However, those 

I often take [over the phone] 15 minutes in the car on my way to work. [Trying to 

find out] What is happening today and what happened yesterday.” 

This implies that face to face meetings still are an important part for managers when handling 

employees’ everyday work. However, the managers from outside of Sweden experiences that the 

face to face meetings as well as the ‘Friday coffee-breaks’ has decreased with time.  

Moreover, when discussing meetings, several managers highlight the issue of the meetings being 

unstructured. An issue which can be seen as negative from a perspective of virtuality, as the lack 

of physical presence decreases visibility. The lack of structure in meetings appears to get even 

more confusing and inefficient when the virtual dimension is added. Many interviewees 

experience that the norm for meetings and how meetings are conducted have not changed with 

the new system.  
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”If you come here [to Microsoft], it is seldom people are here in time. You e-mail 

a lot, but it is seldom action points or an agenda exists. It is known in the industry 

that you can have a meeting with Microsoft, come up with great stuff, but it is not 

followed up. If it is not reaffirmed nothing will happen. […] You can sit in a 

meeting and tell people what to do, but do you not send an e-mail, take action 

points, nothing happens. The ownership is from the beginning rather fuzzy. You 

want me to do this, but I am not measured by it. Then it is easier to have physical 

meetings where you can tell people to do something and there are less 

possibilities for excuses. Like you did not hear since the meeting was through the 

collaboration system and so on.”  

”I work more from home and feel a greater amount of freedom and control. 

However, you have to be more thorough with how the meeting notes makes 

accessible and writes. Before most of the people were at their spaces, but now it 

gets more important to document everything.” 

When we speak to the interviewees about coordination and meetings they often comes to the 

conclusion that they are working almost as they did before. They have not changed meeting 

norms or the way they work except for the flexibility of attending meetings virtually. Some say 

that there has not been a typical implementation but just a decision that they should work flexibly 

in this NWOW. 

”Even if we have solutions towards customers, we haven’t solved it for ourselves 

yet. We keep repeating ourselves, there is no time for reflection.” 

It seems that the organization did not believe that the implementation of NWOW was such a large 

change so there were no need for a proper implementation in the Microsoft organization. 

However they see the need for their customers. Some of the managers appears to disagree and 

believe that a change in work structure would be beneficial. The issue of how meetings are 

conducted seems to be an area that managers feel could need some change. 

5.2.3. Handling the Life Puzzle 
Life puzzle is something that is discussed in the organization and in the teams. Microsoft provides 

seminars and courses in order for managers and employees to know how to handle it. As stated 

earlier, people working in the organization is highly driven people and they has always worked a 

lot.  

”We have a work situation where you have meetings all day, you come home to 
put the kids to bed and then work at night. That is normal.” 

Most of the managers connects this drive to the goal focus in the organization and that employees 

are clearly measured. As you want to reach your goals and targets, you work a lot. However the 

new technology have made it easier to take work home with you and one manager expresses it 

like this: 

”The negative is that it has become harder to see when work ends. It is very hard 
since you have the possibility to work around the clock.” 

From a managerial perspective many of the interviewees highlights the importance of sending 

the right signals as a manger.  

”That we work a lot has been up for discussion. I try to think about which signals 

I am sending to my team when I am working at all times, late and at vacation for 
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example. Spare time is very important. The hardest thing is to balance the 

flexibility. I need to pick up the kids today at three pm but my working hours does 

not end then. Instead I can work the remaining hours after the kids has gone to 

bed. However if you don’t have kids it might be another thing.” 

”I try to work late as little as possible in order to be a good example as a manager. 
[…] If I need to work late I communicate to my team why I am working late or 

during a weekend for example. If I have had some days off or if I have done private 

errands during working hours.” 

According to the managers they worked a lot even before NWOW was implemented, since it is a 

global organization e-mails has always been received during night. However, the flexibility makes 

it easier to work more and managers need to supervise it so that their employees stay healthy. 

5.2.4. Summary and Analysis 
The interviews implies that coordination most likely is effected by MMLWS. What we found was 

several things that could be handled and supervised by managers in organizations implementing 

MMLWS. The main areas managers touched upon can be summarized as: 

 Many managers felt that they had to coordinate more 

 All managers felt that the coordination had changed 

 They have more meetings today and the need for face to face meeting remains, which 

makes the planning more complicated 

 It is important to balance work and family life since you can work at any time anywhere. 

The interviews indicates that coordination is effected when a MMLWS is implemented. If the 

amount of coordination is more or unchanged, does not seems to be as important as the fact that 

managers perceive that it has changed form. Common for the answers we got seems to be that an 

underlying issue is that more documentation and administration is required due to the 

virtualization brought on by MMLWS. Everything has to be written down and there is a greater 

need to be informed of what is going on in the team. Additionally, more administration is needed 

in order to book meetings, contact team members and get answers to small questions you before 

could ask persons sitting next to you. However, these issues with coordination appear to be more 

about a change in everyday work for managers than an effect on the collaborative creativity of 

the team.  

From a team perspective, it appears to be more a need of clarity, since team members no longer 

meet every day. Norms and conditions has to be the same for all in the team, otherwise it might 

be harder to cooperate and social relations can be damaged. Our interpretations of the interviews 

is that the coordination through communication is more about creating a foundation of norms 

that will make it possible to build trust in the team. Trust, a factor we have discussed in a previous 

chapter, is very important for collaborative creativity. Nevertheless Reiter-Palmon and his 

colleagues (2012) argue that a framework with clear norms for when, where and what to 

communicate is important for collaborative creativity. It is something managers have indicated is 

missing and discussed as an important part of coordination. They feel that they often get too many 

e-mails, and that important information might be missed. Although several different systems exist 

that are intended for different kind of information, clear norms are still not set up of what to 

communicate where. It is an issue that we have heard that the organization is planning to correct, 

attempting to create norms as they see the need to simplify the information gathering and 

dispersion. Our view, along with the one of Reiter-Palmon and his colleagues (2012), is that a 

common framework for communication is important in order to create beneficial conditions for 

collaborative creativity. As such frameworks provides an increased clarity in how and when 
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communication occurs, it contributes to collaborative creation in that the sharing of suitable ideas 

is easier.  

Moreover, the interviews indicate that that managers still perceive a need for face to face 

communication. Our interpretation of their answers is consistent with Jarvenpaa and Leidner’s 

(1999) findings that face to face is to prefer in sensitive situations where it is important to be able 

to read body language. When it comes to setting up a framework for communication Casio and 

Shurygailo (2003) discusses the aspect of rules for when remote employees need to be at the 

office. Even though their research is made on teams with a higher degree of virtuality than teams 

working in MMLWS, we have found that this is important in our case as well. Managers expresses 

some amount of frustration in not knowing if their employees are going to attend the meeting 

physically or virtually. Since managers do not know in which way team members are going to 

attend the meetings, many seem to attend physically themselves since they feel responsible to be 

there. This can be considered limiting to managers in the system, in terms of flexible working. On 

the other hand, another interesting finding is that such a framework could also contribute to 

increasing the flexibility of team members. Today several managers are booking more meetings 

in order to get the same amount of information as when they were seated next to each other. A 

phenomenon which limits the flexibility of team members, possibly resulting in lower levels of 

individual creativity in line with the research of Ekvall (1996). Increased meetings limit the 

available time team members can use to perform work in creative manners outside of meetings, 

which in turn might harm the individual creativity underlying the collaborative creativity. This 

tendency with more meetings might be due to managers’ need of control and that it is hard for 

them to loosen the control to the level needed. Our contribution to the findings of Casio and 

Shurygailo (2003) in more highly virtual systems are that rules for when face to face meetings 

can and need to occur is important in MMLWS as well. Results indicate that a norm limiting the 

situations when managers can demand face to face meetings would be beneficial. Norms and rules 

which decrease the number of meetings would also be positive and utilize the time of team 

members with more respect and allow a greater freedom. Freedom is important for individual 

creativity according to Amabile (1996) with colleagues and Ekvall (1996) and Woodman and his 

colleagues (1993) proposes creativity to be a multi-level concept where individual creativity 

strongly affects collaborative creativity. As such, an interesting aspects is that indications show 

that people managers are not able to be as flexible and work as virtual as their team members in 

order to be successful and have a happy team. Managers with employee responsibility mean that 

this is since they need to meet their team members face to face in order to provide feedback and 

discuss their progress. This can be related to the findings of Jarvenpaa and Leidner’s (1999) 

stating that sensitive subjects are easier to handle face to face. However, we do not know if this is 

a fact or just something that is left from how managers is used to work. It might change as people 

get more comfortable and experienced with working virtually. Nevertheless, managers outside of 

Sweden indicates that even after a longer time in the system, people managers still work a lot face 

to face.  However, there are less normal team meetings held face to face in the organizations 

outside of Sweden that has worked longer with NWOW. This indicates that people managers 

might have a greater need for face to face communication and that it might be enduring. 

The case organization has a goal/result focus rather than a time focus, something we have argued 

to be important in using MMLWS. Moreover, it is an aspect which Malhotra and his co-researchers 

(2007) sees as an important part for virtual teams to be successful. However, our findings are in 

line with those of De Jong and Den Hartog (2007) indicating that there is a need to be aware of 

that too much goal focus and too much control and supervision can be damaging to creativity. As 

such it appears that while a clear goal focus is key in using MMLWS, a too large focus on goals 

could be limiting in terms of creativity. Moreover, managers allowing freedom in how the goals 

are reached will probably stimulate creativity, as such an approach appears to lead to higher 
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levels of motivation. This is something we believe will be important in all MMLWS since goal focus 

is a cornerstone for success when it comes to coordinating a virtual team. 

According to Malhotra and his colleagues (2007) knowledge and skills in using the technological 

support systems are of importance when working in virtual structures. This can be related to the 

cognitive-relevant processes of Amabile’s (1983) components model of creativity, where skills in 

being creative could be made to include skills in sharing information across virtual systems. Our 

data suggest that it is hard to ask if you do not know something concerning the technology, since 

you got the feeling that working with IT you should already know how the systems work. This 

leads to that for a company in the IT-industry it is especially important to supervise the skills in 

using these systems. However, making sure employees can use support systems fluently should 

be relevant regardless of setting. Accordingly, team leaders and managers need to assume 

responsibility to ensure that the required technical knowledge exists, since the whole system 

breaks down if the team members are not comfortable with the technology. 

Life puzzle is an important discussion when increasing the virtuality according to Cascio and 

Shurygailo (2003). When Microsoft implemented NWOW this was not such a big change since 

they had worked a lot before and had technology early on that made it possible to work from 

home.  However, we can see that there is an issue with the work-life balance when implementing 

a MMLWS. The organization and managers need to encourage their employees to set their own 

structure, as having a healthy life puzzle leads to increased levels of motivation which is 

important in order to be creative. This is especially important in an organization such as the one 

of Microsoft, where we experience the employees to be highly driven and works a lot to reach 

their goals. Our data suggest that managers themselves have experienced the need to be role 

models and set an example for how much they work. However, we feel that work life is starting 

to change in this area. We have heard people at Microsoft talking positively about having the 

ability to be home caring for an ill child and still attending the planned meetings. Therefor we 

believe that it is important that people are satisfied with their life situation in order to be 

collaborative creative and creative at all. However the norms might not be the same as earlier. 

We consider this an area interesting for further research as the view of work changes with NWOW 

and similar concepts.  

In summary we have found that the clarity provided by coordination of communication is 

important for teams in order to have the conditions to be collaboratively creative. Lack of 

coordination can possibly limit the social aspects such as trust that is vital for teams to work 

collaboratively. Nevertheless, our study also shows that it is as important to create a common 

framework in MMLWS as in highly virtual teams. A common framework for communication can 

as well increase the freedom of both managers and team members which is positive for individual 

creativity. In general when it comes to coordination of teams with increased virtualization the 

biggest challenge is to balance the control and the freedom. Both too much control and too little 

structure is found to be possibly limiting to the collaborative creativity. Managers need to set up 

a clear structure but at the same time give team members a larger degree of freedom in delivering 

results and being creative in how they reach their goals.   
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5.3. Perceptions of Leading Work and Stimulating Collaborative Creativity 

in the New World of Work 
In the last part of the interview we went deeper into creativity and leadership effects caused by 

NWOW. From the beginning all we told the interviewees was that we were interested in 

managers’ perspective of NWOW. However, in the last part of the interviews we revealed that we 
were mainly interested in creativity. All managers got to know that we look at collaborative 

creativity as a problem solving activity, as being creative in solving novel problems 

collaboratively. Then they were asked to discuss and give their view of how the system affects 

creativity and what they would recommend other managers to be aware of when working in the 

system. 

5.3.1. Creativity Effects Caused by the New World of Work 
All managers were asked if NWOW had effected creativity in their teams or made themselves 

more creative. They all answered that they could see positive effects on creativity since the 

system was implemented. In short the answers of how creativity was effected by the system touch 

on three areas: 

 Creative environment 

 Freedom with responsibility 

 New connections 

To get a more nuanced picture of what manager thought was positive for the creativity the 

answers are summarized in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Interpretations of what different managers answered to the question "How does NWOW affect collaborative 
creativity?" 

Manager How does NWOW affect collaborative creativity? 

Autonomous manager We are seeking different and more stimulating environments for our 
meetings among other things.  

Autonomous manager NWOW brings new contacts and new contact surfaces that contributes 
to creativity. Moreover, you have the possibility to choose meeting 
room based on your needs which brings inspiration. 

Autonomous manager Two things, more freedom to deliver targets and results in their own 
way. Employees’ freedom [of work] in terms of how, when, with whom. 
Leads to creativity. We also see that collaboration between teams 
increase. Now we see that sales people cooperate over department 
boundaries. Decease internally, increase between departments.  

Autonomous manager In NWOW you have the opportunity to discuss questions with people 
you otherwise would not. You get other perspectives and sees the whole 
in another way. Also, you get to hear more as you move around the 
office. You can find people that does almost the same thing as you and 
build new collaborations. 

People manager I think the responsibility NWOW comes with has contributed to making 
people grow with it. Also, I think we have more teamwork now, maybe 
since it becomes more special when we meet. 

People manager The new contacts that comes with NWOW contributes. It provides both 
feedback and new ideas 

People manager NWOW contributes since you meet a lot more people in the 
organization and I have started networking a lot more outside of 
Microsoft too. Moreover you have the possibility to choose meeting 
rooms that brings inspiration and places where people outside the team 
might pass and deliver an interesting idea. 

Virtual team manager NWOW encourages to meet new people that creates new contact 
surfaces. It makes new things come together and new ideas. Since we 
are not micromanaging and providing flexibility I am certain that it also 
contributes to the creativity. 

Virtual team manager The flexible way of working contributes to the creativity. However, now 
we have too much meetings in order to be efficient but it will be better 
with time. 
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5.3.2. Recommendations for Managers New to the New World of Work 
To get a complementary view of what managers thought needed to be handled in order to create 

conditions for collaborative creativity in the system, they were asked to give recommendations 

to a new manager entering NWOW. Someone that had been a manager before but never worked 

in a system similar to NWOW. The recommendations they gave to new managers are displayed in 

Table 10.  

Table 10. Summary of the answers managers gave on the question "What would you recommend a manager new to 
NWOW with regards to creating conditions for collaborative creativity?" 

 Recommendations for  managers new to NWOW 

Autonomous manager  People work based on objectives leading to you have no formal 
decision right over them 

 The social becomes very important 
 Create a structure for communication and document sharing 
 Use/ take advantage of creative spaces 

Autonomous manager  Get a mentor that has worked in the system before 
 Plan ahead and book meetings ahead. Think about what the 

meeting is supposed to solve/deliver 
 Set structures for how to communicate 
 Listen and take time to get to know the team 

Autonomous manager  Instead of manage spreadsheets you need to manage people and 
have a dialog. 

Autonomous manager  Learn the technology. It is different to work with it in NWOW. 
 Decide how you want to work. You can be flexible so you need 

to create your own structure. 
 Managers should set expectations. Can I be on vacation without 

answering e-mails? There must be backup so you can be free 
without being reachable. 

 You need to keep in contact with the people you meet. Managers 
need to make sure team members do not have to eat lunch alone. 

People manager  Give freedom with responsibility 
 Coach and create social forums  
 Create a structure and clarity 

People manager  Create social exchange 
 Make sure everybody feel seen 
 Create a structure for communication 
 Give freedom with responsibility 

People manager  Think of the signals you are sending to your team. Tell why you 
are working late e.g. 

 Structure work and communication in order for your team 
members to reach their objectives 

 Make sure your team have the forum to meet in order to be 
creative 

Virtual team manager  Create time for both work and social interaction 
 Be a role model and be aware of what signals you are sending 

regarding work etc. 

Virtual team manager  Be clear on what you want out of it, both meetings and NWOW 
 Think how much time you actually need for a meeting 
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5.3.3. Summary and Analysis 

When we asked managers if they thought NWOW effected collaborative creativity, the answers 

could be grouped into three areas where all had positive contribution: 

 New connections 

 Creative environment 

 Freedom with responsibility 

We find the change from team connections to an organizational perspective on social connections 

to be very interesting with regards to collaborative creativity. The new ideas and inputs are found 

positive to the collaborative creativity by researchers like Sonnenburg (2004) and Paulus, et al. 

(2012). Moreover we find the creative environment important especially to an organization like 

Microsoft, as they work a lot in projects. Employees spend a lot of time in meetings which makes 

it important that meetings can be held in creative places. Along with Hülsheger and his colleagues 

(2009) we have found that having meetings in an open space where people can come by and give 

input could provide new ideas that are positive to collaborative creativity. Even though people 

attend meetings virtually to a great extent, some seem to use the opportunity to meet physically 

at other inspiring locations. With the flexibility comes a possibility to find new environments 

where individuals feel creative. Freedom is the key to all of this and it helps the life puzzle for 

example, if you learn how to structure your work. Many effects that comes with freedom has a 

positive effect on both the individual creativity and the collaborative creativity, and as Woodman 

at al. (1993) proposes it is important to have both those levels of creativity. 

The recommendations managers gave to new managers in the system differ from case to case. 

However it was interesting that they all taken together had to do with communication, social 

factors and coordination. The factors we predicted from the literature review. This suggests that 

it is important to have these three areas in mind when working in an MMLWS and are trying to 

create an environment simulative to collaborative creativity. Even if not one manager alone were 

aware of all the aspects, taken together they represented the three areas. Many of the answers 

were more about how the managerial work changed and difficulties in it and not so much about 

stimulating collaborative creativity. We think this might be due to the change in managers’ role 

that they need to solve and feel satisfied with before they can take a step further and stimulate 

their team’s collaborative creativity. 

However taken together the common perceptions of what managers need to handle in the system 

was based on three areas: 

 More focus on managing people 

 A need to provide a clear structure and plan ahead 

 A need to let go of control 

That managers need to focus more on managing people is along with Jarvenpaa and Leidner 

(1999) as well as West and Sacramento’s (2012) findings about repeated interaction being 

important for building trust and creativity. People need to meet not only to work but also to be 

able to have social interaction with their team mates in order to build trust. Managers need to 
create those forums for their team when the virtuality increases, since the forums no longer exists 

as natural as before.  Managers also highlights issues in line with the findings of Shalley and Gilson 

(2004), that the team members have a greater need for goals, feedback and to be provided the 

right resources when virtuality increases. It is something managers must keep in mind and spend 

more time on. However, Microsoft already have a strong goal focus and a clear feedback-loop. It 

indicates that this might be a beneficial aspect for the organization to introduce as the system is 

implemented. Nevertheless, managers becomes responsible of the execution.  
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The need to provide a clear structure and to plan ahead is also something that researchers such 

as Cascio and Shurygailo (2003), Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1999) as well as Mumford & Hunter 

(2005) has highlighted. Since people can work anywhere and at any time it is important that 

managers plan ahead if they want team members to attend meetings physically. Otherwise we 

see the potential that team members will be annoyed with the late notice and be frustrated. 

Frustration is something that the above mentioned authors have found damaging to the 

collaborative creativity, arguing for its effect on conflicts and trust. However, the need to plan 

ahead also exists for virtual meetings for the same reason; that people can work at any time. If 

team members are expected to work at a certain time the risk for frustration will be lower if they 

know it on beforehand. Both providing structure and planning ahead is tasks that managers 

normally do, however as the virtuality increases it becomes more important. We strongly believes 

that one of the biggest challenges for managers is to balance the structure and the supervision of 

team members. This is in line with the findings of Mumford and Hunter (2005) saying that too 

much control and supervision inhibits creative behavior. We believe that structure is more about 

avoiding to damage the collaborative and individual creativity of the team members, even though 

some aspects of coordinating communication can be seen as stimulating of collaborative 

creativity.  Mostly since communication is the key aspect of collaboration.  

Our interviews indicates that there are more important aspects in relation to the research of 

Mumford and Hunter (2005) regarding loosening the control of the team members. Teams need 

some supervision in order to see that they are being collaborative creative in the right direction. 

However, too much supervision is, as mentioned above, damaging to the creative behavior. This 

becomes especially important in an organization like Microsoft which has a very strong goal focus.   

Since team members already are strongly controlled on what they are supposed to achieve, 

managers should try to avoid controlling how employees reach the goals. This is of importance as 

controlling both goals and methods of reaching them, leaves no room to be creative. During our 

interviews and our observations this is something we have found to be hard for some managers. 

Since they are measured on their team performance some feel the need to be informed on all the 

progress. We feel that as the virtuality increases people need to be more aware of the findings of 

Mumford and Hunter (2005) since it becomes a larger threat to the collaborative creativity of 

their team. A strong goal focus is important as it provides possibilities for team members to work 

more freely. However, if the organization implements the goal focus there might be a reason to 

encourage and to educate managers on how to be less controlling. How the control can be 

relinquished properly is an area of interest and discussion, however we will leave out that 

discussion in this study. 

In summary, managers believe that NWOW as a MMLWS can be stimulating to collaborative 

creativity. We think that one of the most interesting aspects are the new organizational 

connections managers say that they have required as a result of the system. West and Sacramento 

(2012) points out the importance of cross-fertilization of ideas in order to stimulate collaborative 

creativity. However, from a management perspective the finding show that social factors and 

coordination is important aspects that managers feel they need to handle in order to make their 

teams collaborative creative. Managers need to provide the right forums and a structure that 

brings clarity without hindering the collaborative creativity. One change in leadership highlighted 

by managers was the control factor. Some managers felt it was hard to deal with and accept that 

they could not follow the whole process. Managers must loosen the control in order to let the 

team members be creative in how they reach their goals. Control will otherwise hamper the 

creative behavior.  
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6. Discussion and Conclusions 
This chapter presents an overall discussion of the earlier analyses. Furthermore we break down our 

findings into conclusions answering our research questions. This chapter will as well discuss 

limitations of our study and areas of future research based on the knowledge we gathered.  

Our overall interpretation of the collected data is that MMLWS affects conditions for collaborative 

creativity in both social and coordinative manners. Moreover, our interviewees also believe that 

the new system is beneficial for creative behavior. However, as our theoretical framework has 

implied, MMLWS appear to share similarities to virtual structures such as virtual teams.  Several 

effects such as information overload, virtualized social interaction between team members, 

strained relations and an increased need for coordination appears to be present to some extent 

in MMLWS. Interesting however is that the similarities to virtual structures do not appear to 

extend to conflicts, which do not seem to occur more often. It is something that possibly could be 

explained by the fact that people are based in the same office, and have the possibility to meet 

when needed. That is as sensitive subjects can be handled face to face, without misunderstandings 

due to virtuality effects. Furthermore, the high likelihood of meeting at a regular basis and the 

fact that employees likely will cooperate again, might encourage employees to care for relations 

within the organization. 

Much of the research on virtual settings argues for the difficulties in creating cohesiveness and 

trust in virtual settings, which should affect perceptions of communication (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 

1999; Malhotra, et al., 2007; Martins, et al., 2004). In contrast to such theories however, one of 

the more interesting aspects we found during our interviews was that the interviewees strongly 

believes that they now know more people inside the organization. Thus, it appears that the 

MMLWS implementation has moved the social interaction outside the teams and opened up the 

organization. People feel more visible in the organization and it opens up for collaboration across 

teams in order to reach individual and common goals. This increased interchange between 

colleagues can be considered to stimulate collaborative creativity, in line with several authors 

(e.g. Sonnenburg (2004), Paulus, et al. (2012)). Their research points to that collaborative 

creativity is positively affected by the new input people can get, new ideas, feedback and new 

sources of information. It is accounted to the fact that these factors will broaden the view 

compared to only input from one team, increasing the amount of knowledge and ideas available. 

As cross-organizational communication increase however, our findings suggest that 

communication between team members become more virtual and decreased in terms of social 

communication. Therefore it is plausible that the Mobile Multi-Locational Work concept of 

Vartiainen and Hyrkkänen (2010) could have an impact on social bonds in the long run. Moreover, 

introducing new employees appears to require additional managing and care, since there are 

requirements that new employees needs to be social “on their own”. 

Our study indicates that the norms allowing and supporting flexible work (such as those existing 

at Microsoft AB) are likely a prerequisite in implementing MMLWS. The freedom that provides 

possibilities to work from different places appears to be used a lot by some managers, although 

it is plausible that the usage of such flexibility depends on roles within the organization. In 

addition to the convenience of being able to avoid travelling between different work places and 

run personal errands, managers also seems to appreciate the possibility to be able to have 

adopted meeting rooms and spaces that feel creatively decorated. Managers appear to appreciate 

the option of having meetings in motivating and inspiring locations. As such, it is likely that 

managers can utilize the flexibility in motivating employees. Additionally, the increased flexibility 

and the result-driven control system likely to be present in organizations adapting MMLWS, are 

probably beneficial from a perspective of individual creativity as they affect the intrinsic 

motivation to be creative. 
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6.1. Conceptual Contributions 
Based on our literature review, interviews and observations we have found the following answers 

to our research questions. 

RQ 1. Which factors are of key importance for collaborative creativity in MMLWS? 

Our study of the current research on collaborative creativity and increased virtuality (through 

MMLWS) indicates that; as work becomes increasingly virtual, social and coordinative factors of 

collaborative creativity are affected. The common ground for both this areas are communication 

and the fact that communication is widely affected by the increased virtuality.  

As group internal communication decreases and changes into virtual forms, social 

communication across the organization appears to increase. Factors of cohesion, participative 

safety and trust seems to be affected as the group internal communication changes form. 

Interestingly conflicts, which typically is thought to affect trust, does not seem to be affected by 
the MMLWS implementation of our study. Individuals appear to meet face to face in situations 

where conflicts can occur, possibly mitigating effects of communicating through a virtual 

medium. Moreover, the introduction of MMLWS increases work virtuality, leading to that the 

coordination of collaborative work gets increasingly important. Mostly in order to create 

structure and clarity for the cooperation to work and not hamper the collaborative creativity. In 

all this, leadership has been found to be an essential component in order to create conditions for 

collaborative creativity. For a leader to provide for example support for innovation and vision is 

an important part of stimulating collaborative creativity. 

RQ 2. How are key factors of collaborative creativity affected by MMLWS? 

Our research points towards that both social and coordinative factors are affected by 

implementing a MMLWS. However certain effects seem more notable in our case study. From a 

social perspective group cohesion in a local sense appears to decrease as the degree of everyday 

face to face contact between group members decreases. Decreased social cohesion can in effect 

be seen in both positive and negative lights. High social cohesion is thought to decrease 
willingness to speak up about concerns regarding bad ideas, whereas low social cohesion can 

limit the extent of sharing. From an organizational perspective however, social interaction seems 

to increase. It is something which likely has a positive effect on collaborative creativity given the 

increased amount of ideas shared. Reviewing managerial responses to the handling of newly 

recruited employees also shows that creating the initial social bonds within the organization is 

harder, and requires effort. 

From a work coordination point of view however, the system appears to increase the coordinative 

load. More time is spent finding information, planning and synchronizing. The findings strongly 

indicate that a clear framework on when, how and what to communicate is needed. This is well 

in line with the findings of Reiter-Palmon and his colleagues (2012) as well as Cascio and 

Shurygailo (2003) and indicates that it would both make the managers coordination workload 

easier and avoid confusion. Both these factors could possibly damage the collaborative creativity. 

However the freedom with responsibility seems to make people creative since they have the 

possibility to be creative in how they reach their goals. Nevertheless, this only is possible if the 

managers succeed in relinquishing control of their team members. 
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RQ3. How can leaders create conditions for collaborative creativity in MMLWS? 

Creating conditions for collaborative creativity in Mobile Multi-Locational Work Systems is in 

part related to the social and coordinative factors presented above. However there are three 

major points critical to managing conditions for collaborations in Mobile Multi-Locational Work 

Systems. 

1. People Management 

a. See to the individual 

b. Provide Feedback 

c. Coach 

d. Provide and encourage forums for social exchange 

e. Role modelling. 

2. Framework for how to work and communicate 

a. Structure for how technology is used 

b. How/When to meet 

3. Freedom with responsibility 

a. Clear goals motivating collaboration 

b. Freedom in how to reach the goals 

Our study suggest that MMLWS increases requirements on how managers handle people. As the 

overview of where, how and when employees work decreases managers need to be more 

proactive in encouraging and coaching employees. We have got indications that managers with 

employee responsibility has to find new ways of interacting with their employees so they feel 

seen and appreciated. Role modeling is something that several managers raises as important in 

order to set norms and create a healthy collaboration and trust. This is in line whit Hülsheger and 

his collegues (2009) as well as authors building on his model like Paulus (2012) and Reiter-

Palmon (2012) with their colleagues. They all see leadership as an important aspect in order to 

create conditions for collaborative creativity. Role modeling is an important base in order to be a 

good leader. 

We have found it important to set up a framework for communication in order to make teams 

collaborative creative. People can be more flexible without losing the structure needed to avoid 

confusion, which hinders creativity according to Mumford and Hunter (2005). Moreover, 

managers appear reluctant to handle sensitive subjects virtually, and some irritation appears to 

exist when team members attend sensitive meetings virtually. Managers have also expressed that 

sometimes it feels like people attending virtually are doing other things at the same time and not 

paying attention to the conversation. This could possibly harm the trust in teams since irritation, 

confusion and lack of trust are believed to hinder the free sharing of ideas that underlies 

collaborative creativity (Jarvenpaa & Leidner, 1999; Mumford & Hunter, 2005). As such it is likely 

that setting up clear frameworks how meetings are attended is beneficial in creating conditions 

for collaborative creativity. Furthermore, to encourage the use of video technology could prevent 

virtual attendance from damaging trust as it reveal more body language according to Martins and 

his colleagues (2004), facilitating the exchange of tacit knowledge. Managers need to take on the 

responsibility to set up the rules needed for their team to be collaboratively creative. 

To leave the more traditional time focus on work and turn to task focus instead is a key change 

when working flexibly in MMLWS according to Cascio and Shurygailo (2003). A factor which is 

something we have found to be perceived as important in our data as well. Having a focus on the 

task at hand enables greater freedom in how to solve problems, a factor which can be seen as 

beneficial for creativity. However in order for managers to create conditions for collaborative 

creativity, they need to be aware that a too strong task focus has been found to hamper creativity 
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(De Jong & Den Hartog, 2007). From what we have found, we believe that one of the hardest but 

most important challenges for managers in creating conditions for collaborative creativity is to 

find the right balance between task focus and freedom.  

6.2. Summary of findings 
In conclusion, MMLWS has the ability to stimulate collaborative creativity if the right conditions 

are created. The flexibility and freedom of the employee mainly stimulates the individual 

creativity, which can lead to collaborative creativity. The increased flexibility of using MMLWS 

appears to have both stimulating as well as inhibiting aspects related to collaborative creativity. 

One effect that appears to occur almost naturally in MMLWS implementations is the increased 

social interaction on an organizational level. However this occurs as team interaction decreases. 

The increased interaction on an organizational level can be seen as positive from a perspective of 

collaborative creativity as it has the possibility to stimulate collaborative creativity through new 

ideas, feedback, new contacts and new sources of information. We find this a very interesting 

finding that could be beneficial for companies implementing MMLWS. Furthermore, our study 

indicates that the inhibiting aspects of collaborative creativity can be handled by creating 

conditions for collaboration. Such areas are information overload, communication structures, 

meeting culture, control and social isolation. The results imply that if managers allows freedom 

with responsibility, provides a clear framework, creates forums for social and work interaction, 

coaches their employees and acts as role models, it is likely that they will stimulate collaborative 

creativity in their teams. 

6.3. Future Research and Limitations 
This study is primarily focused on the managerial perspective, meaning that the thoughts and 

experiences managers have regarding the system have been investigated. An interesting 

complement to our study would be an investigation about how team members experience the 

system and the leaders in it. We are aware that how managers experience their leadership and 

what their team members need, might be different from the team members’ own experiences. In 

order to get a more comprehensive picture both these areas needs to be covered.  

During our time at Microsoft we have found that different teams uses the possibility to be flexible 

and to work at other locations differently. The managers we have interviewed seems to belong to 

teams that works quite flexible. We have identified several teams that still spend a lot of time 

seated together as they used to before. This observation opens up for future research of how these 

more immobile teams experience MMLWS systems and the consequences for collaborative 

creativity from a new perspective. It is likely that they have a different view of the system since 

they have chosen not to use the flexibility (at least in terms of physical location). Their view on 

the system would bring a more complete picture of how the whole organization experiences the 

system. Such a study would open up for an understanding of how a MMLWS affects different 

divisions with different tasks, resulting in a better picture of how MMLWS and collaborative 

creativity are related to work structures and different types of organizations. It might also give a 

better view of the effort needed in order to adopt different functions in the company to a MMLWS. 

Information that would be profitable for other companies trying to implement a MMLWS. 

We feel that the interviewees have answered our questions very open minded and have 

highlighted both positive and negative effects of the system. Implying that the introduction of 

MMLWS require some effort and that positive effects can be found first when the organization is 

fully adopted to the flexibility. Although our interviewees have been open and frank in their 

discussions, our case company develops the technological systems used in this MMLWS and earns 

money by selling these systems. As such performing a similar study on an organization with no 
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financial interest in the technological support systems would probably reduce bias and further 

contribute to the current body of knowledge on the topic of MMLWS and collaborative creativity. 

The focus of this study has been on the conditions that are necessary in order for team members 

to be collaborative creative. Another interesting topic on the area would be to further investigate 

how leaders can stimulate collaborative creativity, for example through behavior, when the 

conditions found in this study exists. The area of collaborative creativity and virtualization of 

work-life through for example MMLWS is an area we believe needs further research as we 

consider it a work-form which will become increasingly important in the future. Much of the 

literature reviewed on collaborative creativity see positive effects from factors related to face to 

face interaction. However, this might change as new generations which has used computer and 

internet their whole lives enters work life. As people get more comfortable with technology and 

virtuality and have another view at work, current norms for exchange and collaboration could 

possibly change. Moreover, the increased levels of work taking place through computer-mediated 

communication opens up for a study of how such systems are used. Interestingly our study points 

to that the video functionality of such a system is rarely used, however the actual reason behind 

this is unknown and could be studied further. 

The new view on work life, flexibility and technology will also possibly change the view of the life 

puzzle and work-life balance. This means that new research is needed in order to give a better 

picture of how people would like to balance their life today. We believe it is a bit different than 

the early research but it would be interesting to investigate further.  

Last but not least, we believe that one of our key findings is that the social interaction moves out 

of the teams and stimulates cross-organizational communication. This has several positive effects 

for the collaborative creativity as well as the organization. If this could be confirmed in research 

on other MMLWS implementations it would be a great argument for implementing MMLWS.  We 

believe that to get new input and ideas and a better knowledge about the organization would be 

beneficial for several organizations.  
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Appendix I – List of Managers Interviewed 
Information about the managers interviewed in this study are displayed in Table I below. It 

describes the categories of managers we have divided our interviewees into. A description of the 

manager categories can be found in Table II. 

Table I.  Information about the managers interviewed in this study 

Position Division 
Employee 
responsibility 

Country 

Autonomous 
manager 

Central Marketing 
Division 

No Sweden 

Autonomous 
manager 

Central Marketing 
Division 
(spokesperson 
NWOW)  

No Netherlands 

Autonomous 
manager 

HR Division No Sweden 

Autonomous 
manager 

HR Division No Sweden 

People Manager 
Central Marketing 
Division 

Yes, 5 persons Sweden 

People Manager 
Central Marketing 
Division 

Yes, >20 persons Sweden 

People manager 
Central Marketing 
Division 

Yes, >20 persons Finland 

Virtual team 
manager 

Business Area 1 Yes, <5 persons Sweden  

Virtual team 
manager 

Business Area 2 No Sweden 

 

Table II. Description of different types of managers interviewed in this study. 

Category of manager Description of role 

Autonomous manager An autonomous manager is mainly independent and has no 
employee responsibility but puts together his/her own teams when 
needed. 

People manager A people manager is mainly characterized by its employee 
responsibility and is being measured on their employees’ happiness.  
 

Virtual team manager A virtual team manager leads virtual teams and puts together teams 
consisting of members from different divisions. They has worked 
with virtual teams before NWOW was implemented. 



 

II 
 

Appendix II – Interview Guide 
Appendix II contains the interview guide used in interviewing the managers working with the 

New World of Work at Microsoft Sweden. Being a basis for Semi-Structured interviews, it has 

been used more or less as a checklist in making sure managers discuss the topics required. As 

such, the guide has been used in a non-linear dynamic manner, as best fit the dialogue in the 

interview. 

Introduction (5 min)  
 Can we record this interview? 

 Present ourselves and what we do. Master thesis, KTH, Industrial Engineering and 
Management. Assigned to look into the New World of Work. 

 We are focusing on how leadership and how NWOW is used and would like to know more 
about your experiences of NWOW 

Short questions about the work situation 
A. Describe your area of responsibility. What do you work with? 

B. Describe the group you are leading (chose one if several) 

C. Which are your teams tasks  

D. What are you measured by? 

E. For how long have you been working within NWOW? 

F. Can you give an example on how the tasks are divided in your team 

G. What do you feel are the biggest change for your team after implementing NWOW? 

Describe your project and a typical situation in it (45 min) 
1. (25 min) When are cooperation needed in your team? How much do you cooperate? 

a. Do you experience that the group dynamics are effected by NWOW? 

i. Have you introduced a new team member after the implementation of 

NWOW? 

 How did it work? 

 Was it harder to create a social relation to the group? 
2. Describe how the teams communication looks like 

a. How do you communicate? 

i. Is the video function in Lync used etc.? 

b. How often do you communicate? Talk vs. meet 

c. Has there been problems in the team? 

i. Conflicts? 

ii. Mistakes in the communication? 

iii. Has it been more common since the implementation of NWOW? 

3. Describe the coordination of the team. Has it changed because of NWOW? 

a. Do you need to spend more time on the coordination of your team? Is it made 

differently? 

b. Do you experience that your team members work more and have difficulties to 

stop thinking of work? 

4. (20 min) Do you as a leader feel like you need to behave differently in NWOW? 

5. If we look at creativity like generating new ideas and to solve tasks in new ways, do 

you think that NWOW has contributed to this? 

a. Do you do anything special to encourage and stimulate creativity in your team in 

the everyday work? 

6. Do you have any recommendations to another Manager new to the NWOW system 

in how to create conditions for collaborative creativity? 
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Appendix III – Reduction of Codes 
Figure I displays how interview data was categorized and reduced into sub-themes used in the 

analysis in chapter 5. 

 

Figure I. Mapping of how interview data were categorized into sub-themes. 


